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VOL. XV.— NO.

20.

HOLLAND,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Rogers, Editor and Publisher.

VJ. H.

Texas of Snlirrlpflo
$1.50 per year \f paid in advance;$1.76 If
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at *ix month*.
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The

PROVIN,

OfficeLovett's Block, opp. Sweet’s Hotel,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

giwdsrtj.

CoaainionMerchant.

EACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and
ln Qr»iD< Fl°ur and Produce. Highest
market orice paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.
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Drugs and MediEighth St.‘
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the

peculisr

position— chasing after a phantom.

past week.

The

excursion to Kalamazoo last Thurs-

721.

Mrs. Hummer, and the pupils of the

High School. We

desire to say a

word

about vocal music in the schools. There

At the store of D. Bertsch next Mon- was at one time considerable opposition to
day and Tuesday there will be on exhibi- teaching this itudy but we will state withtion the crazy quilt made by Mrs. Van out fear of ^contradiction that there ie

practice of publishing cards of Schelven. Those who have seen it pro- not a single parent that would now vote

thanks in connectionwith death, sickness, nounce

it

superb. As soon as

a sufficient

for the discontinuance of the study. Prof;

being generally con- number of tickets are disposed of the Shepard speaks in the highest terms of
the state press and rightfully quilt will be raffled off. With the pro- the work done by tbe teachersand prog-

accident, etc. is

demned by
too.

It is a practice that is at least in

sociation meet in South Haven next week,

taste,

and

June 23-25.

better.

The West Michigan Fruit Grower’s As-

self,

NO.

the

bad ceeds

sooner it is discontinued the

new tricycle of the

ress made by the pupils and

it is

certainly

latest

manTonic sol fa-College of .Music,of London,
dogs.
HereNext week will be the busiest week England:
[in” twenty tramps this week to the city
after all doga found by him without a Holland has known for many years. There
Mamie DeVries,Nellie Pfonitlebl, SuMe CtpYe'rigcr^tor.-ft^.i^
muzzle on, or not led by the owner with will be the commencement exercises of pon, Dora Dutton. Eddie Peisink, IiabellaSttflni
Vacation days are drawing near and a strong cord, will be instantlydispatched Hope College and of the High School; Kate Pfanstlebl, Jennie Baker, Cornelia Benjamin*, Lizzie Winter, Carrl o Karctcn,Marj Huithe pupil and teacher alike are happy at by the aid of a revolver to some other the meeting and reception of the Western
Officer Odell

reports

having "run^

Marshal Vaupell has

Silss Tlllle is to provide herself with

and improved gratifying.The following pupils have
kind adopted to her needs. Tbe price of passed the examination in music and received the junior certificate issued by the
the tickets will be 50 cents.
a

issued his

ifesto against the poor (?)

Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent.

r\OE8BUHG.j.O. Dealer in

registered In the

day consisted of seven coaches filled with

Id sums to suit on productive Real Eslaie. /

Ijustocs-s

-

The thermometer baa

nineties nearly every day

,hr" people.

TO LOAN.

L. S.

The rumors regardingthe "spanking one of tbe most amusing stories ever
machine” In our public schools have written. Posters will announce the date

Education find themselvesin a

advertising’bill* collectableQuarterly.

MONEF

WHOLE

19, 1886.

Rain has been needed and much desired fallen through a very small bole and pull- here.
ed the hole after them. The Board of
for some time past.

*dv*rtl»lnc made known on application,

of

t^kli

LOCAL ITEMS.

SATURDAY, JUNE

MICH.,

Druggist and Pharmacist;a

K0°d9 nPPertaln,ne t0 the bus-

rurnlture.

IfEYER. BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
r.Tnn?11^ F“rnitnr°. Cortalns, Wall Paper,

zinga, Mabel Kellogg, Annie Krtilscnga,Beiaio
Michigan Press Association; and several Pfamtlehl, Alvira Breyman, W»kker Town,
large excursionsand picnic parties, Arthur Roost. Berman Kok, Arcnd Smith, Oicar
The Holland Crystal Creamery butter
James Van Heulen, formerly of this
among which will bo a 3Iasonic excursion Wilmi. James Troxel, Nellie Joukman, Gertie
is for solo at nearly all our grocery stores.
place but now of^Grand Rapids, had ihe
Van Ry, Mary Van Oort. Minnie Bazon, Delia
to Macatawa on St. John's Day, ThursKaarsen, Annie Town.
For 'qualityit can’t be beat.
three first fingers of his right hand
day June 24th. It is expected that four
The following passed in four of the
badly jammed between the rollers in Van
All that wish to enjoy an exceedingly
hundred masons will be here on that day.
five requirements necessary to obtain tbe
Driele & Go’s flouring mill, last Saturfunny entertainment, can do so by seeing
day. Jim’s friends in this city will be
Last Sunday afternoona nine year old certificate: Helen Helder, aged 0 years;
‘‘Around the World” to-night.
sorry to learn of bis misfortune.
son of A. Elferdink, who lives about two Ellen Winters, aged 7 years; Nellie Mark—
-«•»ham, aged 8 years; Nellie. Meengs, aged 8
For Sale:—
"spanking machine”
miles south-east of the city, was bitten in
Last Thursday evening Mr. Chris. j)\
nearly as good as new. Inquire at school
the hand by what is supposed to be a rabid
—
Lokker was married to Miss Winnie C.
building or of Board of Education.
dog. The boy was brought to this city
The Western Michigan Press Association
Diekema, daughter of Mr. W. Diekema,
and Dr. Krcmers cauterizedthe wobnd.
Meeting.
Breyman can sell you an "Around the by Rev. D. Broek. There was a large
The boy is getting along as well as can be
World” ticket at his store to-day and the gathering of friends present to witness
expected and the result is awaited with
This Association have arranged an extrip can be made this evening at the Opera the ceremony and attend the reception an<y
anxiety. The dog was killed and two cellent program for their meeting this
House.
a very pleasant time was enjoyed. /
other canines which were bitten by the year. The fun will commence at St.
the prospective event.

clime. Dog owners look out,

Macatawa

Carpets, (.offins, Picture Frames,etc.; River St.

enjoying a big

is

-

-

A

boom now.

The News job

office has been

years.
----

a

very

supposed diseased animal are tied up Joseph next Tuesday when the members

will first gather and commence the search
busy place the past week and has turned awaiting their fate.
ozone and to enjoy the numerous lake out a lot of very nice work including the
for "shells by the sea sh^re” and climb
The strawberryfestival held last week
n P^JTKN, G. & SONS, GeneralDealers in breezes.
program for the commencement exercises Friday evening under tbe auspices of the the barren fruit trees after the luclous
“nd
of the College, the High School, the in- Ladies’ Aid Society of Hope church, was peach. The business and literarymeetings
The moonlightnights of the past week
Hotoli,
auguration of President Scott and for a perfect success both sociallyand finan- of the Association will take place In Marhave seemingly been enjoyed by the
tin’s Academy of Music. Tbe program
the
public meeting of the Alumni.
PITY HOTEL, Geo. N. Williams,Proprietor. young people of this city, and the front
cially. The evening was beautiful.Tbe
of the literary exercises Is as follows:
\J The only first-class hotel in the city. Is logrounds were lighted by Chinese lanterns
cated in the business center of the town and has gates have suffered.
A game of base ball will be played at
“Clipping*" ........ M. T. Ryan, Allegan Journal.
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the
— —
and other lights. The strawberries, ice “Attend to Your Own Builne**”
etate. Free bus in connection with the hotel.
the Fair Grounds this morning at 10
President Chas. Scott, of Hope Col- o’clock. The clubs playing will be the cream, cake, etc., was delicious.And
B. Potta, Grand Baven Courier-Journal.
T>HffiN IX HOTEL. Jas. Rvder, proprietor.
what
made
the festival so much more en- •‘The MechanicalDepartmentof a CountryNewilege,
arrived
home
from
New
Brunswick,
Locatednear the C. & W. M. R’y depot, haa
Douglas and Holland nines. A steamer
.A. B. Johnson, UantlngM Journal.good facilities for the traveling public, and its N. J., where he had been attending synod
joyable, was the sweet vocal and instru- paper
will bring an excursion party from Sautable is unsurpassed. Free hack for accommo“The Policy and Progriii of the Printing Boilmental music rendered by a few young
dation of guests.
on last Tuesday evening.
gatuck and Douglas to witness the gome,
De®8', ...... O* W. Perry, Bellevue GijmUo.
—
ladies and gentlemen.The amount re- “Should a Country Editor be a Practical Printer”
Liveryand Sale Sublet.
which
promises
to
be
very
exciting and
F . Bird, the clothier,desires to call atceived that evening was over $57.
B. J. Lowry, Howard Record,
Guests bogiu to Bock there after the pure

Qencra Bealerr.

civittiSrs

»cr

-

A

—

-

close.

N'S«fe'.l-iilva‘n'1 Sale su‘b,e!
Manufactoriei,
Mlllt, Steps, its.

VTAN RAALTE, B., dealear in

Y

Farm

of Boys

and Children’ssuits and

has a

Special Notice in this issue.

meuts and machinery. Cor. River and

The

people of western Allegan

County

Ninth Streets.

have an eye
J. M., Manufacturesthe best
5 cent cigar made. Havanua tilled. Smoke
them. For sale by all
2-iy.

Y

dealers.

We

to our Fair intereststhis fall,

and no doubt the attendancefrom the

vi-

cinity of Fennvillewill be large.

to

the Board of Health about

the state of affair in .the back yards uf

some

of our residents.vWith pig pens

manure piles it

and

no wonder, and we
think the Board could do a good work by
seeing the offensiveyards thoroughly
is

Phyilctaoi.

Advertisers should bear In mind the cleaned.
I ^ RE.MER8,H.., Physicianand Surgeon. Res- fact that this paper has never been so
IV idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St.
Ocr exchanges all speak of the enjoyaOffice at the drug store of Krcmers & Baugs.. Of- good a medium for communicatingwith
fice hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,aud from 6 to 6 p.m
ble time the editors expect to have at St.
home patronageas at the present time.
Joseph, Macatawa Park and this city
ABATES, 0. £., Physician and Surgeon. Office
at residence on the corner of River and
Mr. W. Van Wynkoop, on aged bach- next week. Our citizens have never been
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.
elor of this city, died last Sunday and w^s amiss in entertaining guests In tbe past
Ledeboer.

-

A

-

buried on Tuesday. fThtTfuueru] services and we can assure all that everything will
A T ABBS, J. A , Physicianand Surgeon. Office
lU at Walsh’s Drug Store. Residence,Ninth were held in the First Reformed^hurch
be done to make the occasion one long to
Street, three doors east of corner of Ninth and
Fish streets.

Watches aid Jewelry.

OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
U REYMAN,
fancy goods. Corner of Market
Eighth
13

and

dealer in
streets.

T17YKEUYSJ2N.
Y

Y

U., dealer in Watches,Clocks,
Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce-

dar streets.

The man who

-

won’t take the

because he can borrow one,
a

.

|

News

has invented

machine by which bo can cook

his din-

Dr.

haye, like a number of our ex-

changes,been publishing a

Herald.

Rapids will be here again next Tuesday.
seems that without almost an exception

It

-

This

-

is the ninth successive

season that antee that we will have

that there are patients who feel that they

owe

their life to

him

for

many have been

permanently cured through the efficacyof
his treatment after being given up
ferent physicians

and

by

dif-

friends to die, the

truthfulness of this statement can be fully
substantiated at any
sult the
21st, at

tjme. You can

con-

-

Doctor here next Monday, June
the City Hotel.

-

-at»-

The annual review

35^ seconds and No. 2 in 31 seconds. The team contests consistedof a
feat in

run

Kuhmnzoo Era.

of 50 feet,

“Pree* Song".

.

.

.

J

.

VV.

...... II.

M. Hoae.

Long, Mt. Pleaeuut Timea.

The good people of St. Joseph will
members a reception and banquet on Wednesday evening. Thursday
morning the regular work of the Associatender tbo

tion will close and

after dinner the party

will leave over the Chicago k West Michfor New Richmond \Vhere they
a river steamer for Saugatock
and Douglas. Here they will take tea and
will leave for Slacatawa via nteamer and

igan R'y
will take

view the never-to-be-forgotten picturo of
of pur Fixe Depart- the sun sinking Into the waters of Lake

breaking coupling, and

Michigan. On

arriving at Macatawa they

will b6 taken in

charge by our

Last

Monday evening

zens was held in the oflice of

to arrange for
tainment,

citizens.

a meeting of citi-

R. Kantars

their reception

and enter-

and the following committees

were appointed:
Reception and Executive Commutes— W. H.
W. Ro*c, Mayor Mc-

Roger*, G. Van Schelven, M.

Bride, Bon. G. J. Dlckem*. B. \\a]*b, l. Cappon and President Scott.

at-

Flnance-L. T. Kantera.R.E. Workman, J. O.

hose. The quickest time Van Patten, H. To Roller and J. C. Poat.
made by No. 1 was 7 seconds and No. Carriage*— W. B Beach, Geo. VanDurcn
J. Pcasink.
2, 7^ seconds. The total time of five
taching pipe to

a fine entertain- trials in this contest was:

Harmony Assembly,No. 8,719, of Holland City, John Thompson has played the Comedy ment.
meet in Odd Fellows* Hail pvery week. All com"Around the World.” All that start on
mnnicatlonsshould be addressed to
A large attendancegreeted the efforts
Hahmokt Look Box,
this trip must be at the Opera House at 15
of the Y. L. 8. L. Club on last Tuesday
Holland, Mich,
mlnutei past eight to-night.
evening in their Lawn Fete in the College

Sheriff,

Leader.

is

-

F. Sc A. M.
Regular Communicationof Unitt Lodoi,
will play the highly amusing comedy
No. 191 F. Jfc A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Lost:— A carriage blanket with stamp
“Around the World” at Lyceum Opera
Holland. Mich., at 7 o’clock, on Wednesday
evenings, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 17, April 14. of Deer Head on it. The finder will
House
to-night.This company was seMay 12, June 10, July 14, Aug. ll, Sept. 8, Oct. 18,
Nov. 10, Dec. 8. St. John.s days Jane 24, ana please return and claim a reward of half cured here as they were to pass through
Dec. 27.
the value of the blanket at the store of R.
this city with an open date. Mr. ThompD. L. Botd, W. M.
Kanters & Sons.
0. Bbitxam, Sec'v.
son’s reputation as • comedian is a guar—

M.

•‘ImpcrHonatIona’’J.D. McIntyre. Grand Rapids
Eagle.

able and doe* perfect a cure in every ''Delineation*In Caricatures"
Grand Rapid*
case that he accepts. And we do know
he

cal

-----

a

"Unlon>”......... T.

lot of “Medi-"
ment occurredon last 3Ionday afternoon.
Notices”for John C. West & Co., of
Our space forbids going into details but
ney.
Chicago. We do not know whether our
we will say that we have got the men for
brother publishers have received their pay
a very efficient department. The result
Don’t find fault with the weather. It
for so doing but we do know that we have
of the Hose laying contestswere very
will only make you warmer. These are
not, and we have no hesitancy in progratifying.The first contest was a run of
pleasant, healthful June days and they
nouncing the firm "N. G.”
300 feet, lay 150 feet of hose, and get
only come once a year; moke the most of
—
them.
;water.
No. 1 company performed this
The John Thompson Comedy Company

ner by the smoke of kisHneighbor’a chim-

Given!
J. Lloyd Breeze, Grand Rapid* Telegram-

[Subject not

Hess the well known Specialist of Grand

Annual Review of Fire Department.

We

A

„
27-y

more

to the people of our vicinitythan that

be pleasantly remembered.

—

Knights of L&hor.

It seems quite unnecessaryto say

understand that complaints have

been made

imple-

T7AN DER YEN,

“Crunk*". ...J, G VanWinkle, Spirta Sentinel.

tention to the fact that he has a large stock

No.l, 38 seconds,

38% seconds. We

2,

ally

mention the time made by Mr. C. Ny-

land of No. 1,

who,

desire to speci- Kollen.

single handed, made

and attached
seconds. We doubt if there are

the run, broke the coupling
pipe, in 7

Parka-H. D.
»W. C. Wtlib, W. BoBjamimo and Prof.

Printing and Sketch of City and
Po*t.

No.

and G.

The Synod of the Holland Christian Grove. The total amount of receipts was amateur firemen elsewhere in this
Reformed Church have awarded the job 195. The program as published in oar that can show as good a record.
last issue was faithfally rendered and lisof printing the church organ, De Wachter,

Hotel Arrangementa-C. J. De Roo. L. Mulder,
O. E. Yatea, Prof. Boer*,
Dr, H. Kremer*.
Dr.

John Kramer, tod

Park Kntertainment-F. G. Churchill and C.
Waring,

State

These committees have all commenctd
as the people of Holland have
never failed to show enterprise and hospiFro&nos, Etc.
tened to with rapt attention.The incceie
tality to strangers, we are free to state tbat
The Public Schools.
(WHOLWALl.)
for the ensuing year to our neighbor of
tbe entertainmentgiven the members of
of
the
occasion
was
very
encoursglng
to
De Hollander, Mr. W. Benjaminse.
School closes next Thursday. Tbe clos\ tbe Association here will not be excelled.
the yonng ladles.
affo’ssc’Mo,1®y, lic; 0,Ilon•• Wei Poutoes
ing
exerclsee of the lower rooms will All ihonld appoint themselvesas a comWe advise our citizensto look well to
mittee of one to look to the comfort and
KTABm
There is many an oldttove in this com- occur in the forenoon, and will consist of ileasnre of tbe visitors.
their kitchen door fastenings next week,
Apples, 40, 60c; Beam, 11.15; Batter, lie; Bfaa
The program for Thursday evening, as
especially while the Press Association is mnnity and when A. B. Bosnian gives as songs and recitations. Parents are Invited
10:; Honey, 14c; Onions, 00c; Poutoes, 40c.
apped out by tbe Executive Committee,
Gnin, 7h1, Eto.
here. Editors are a hungry lot and there good an opporinnity to exchange them to attend end witneei the schievementeof
islsts of a reception at Macatawa-and a
for new ones, it Is a wander that his place the little ones. Every scholar will receive
(WHOLBSALI.)
is no tellingwhat they might do.
II. Sqnlre’s Orchestra,of Grand Rap{Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
of bosiness is not filled with people anx- a report of their echolarship,attendance,
baa been engaged to furnish music for
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, V 100 fee., 70c; Barley
The peach crop in Fennville is larger ious to make the exchange. He ha» fire and deportment during tbe year audit
occasion. The party will remain over
f cwv,$l. 10, Clover seed, V hn.$6.40; Corn Meal
'it here and enjoy tbe ozone and tbe
M cwt, 85c; Corn, shelled, new 85; Flour, this year than for the past ten yean. backs for all kinds of stoves and will put will be well for parenti or gnardlaneto
$4.20; Fine Corn Meal, V 100 S>s., $1.40; Feed, f
.ranee from tbe wooded and tbe flower
Nearly one-half of the young peaches will them in and will sell them cheap. Read see that they ere received and to note the
ton, $18.00; Feed, V100 Ms.. 90c: Hay, $8.00,
lecked bills and valleyi and on Friday
| Middlings,9 100 Ms., 70c;
26a28c; have to he plucked in order to fare the bis column "ad” In this lune.
progress made. The graduatingexercises
will be given a view of tbe moat
Pean Barisy, W 100 Ms., $6.00; Bye, 60c: Tim—
—
of -ear High School will occur on Thursothy Seed, $2.10; Wheat, whlte,75; BedFaiu.75; limbs of the trees from breakingdown. '
and beautiful resort in Western
Lancaster Bed, 77. Corn, ear, 88c.
A dramatic company playing1 ‘Peck’s day evening next In the Opera Home.
. i. Tbe party will take tbe itMto*
utaOn
In Hope church Re?; Wm. J. R. Thy- Bad Boy” Is coming this way, and will
IMacatawa and be given a ride up tbe
The graduates of this year are Hasten
and will arrive In this city about
lor, D. D„ of Newark, N. J., will npply give an entertainmenthere some evening
Willie Nye, Beth Nibbelink, Will Bertsch,
j. A good dinner will be prepared
the pulpit to-morrow morning. In the next week. The play is a dramatization
Mieses Anne Pfanstlebl, Minnie Markthem bere after which they will take
evening the Baccalaureatesermon will of the story of "Pack’s Bed Boy and the
*ages and be ecoorted about our beauhim and Gertrude Higgins. Prof. Shepbe preached by Rev. R. H. Steele,D. D.,
and thriving city, view our maoufaeGrocery Mao” which many have read in ard has charge of the music for the
«. college and schools, and will tbeu
of Ann Arbor, Micb.
Peck’s Sun, and Is acknowledged to be occasion which will be famished by himrate for their homee.

work and

.

(W

-

1%-,

^
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
John Kelly’s

prison -labor system so as
to compete with honest callings;indorse
the prohibitionlaw and civil service; declare that soldiers and sailors should not
have pensions withheld, aud that soldiers’
widows should be pensioned; declare that
the national domain should only be conveyed to citizens; call on patrioticcitizens
to “resist the late efforts in Southern States
to awaken the bloody memories* of the rebellion;”and declarethat home-rule should
receivethe approval of the friends of free

government.

Ex-Gov. Garcelon has been nomwill has been filed in the

New York. In it he
personal and real estate
absolutely to his wife, and appoints her
guardian of the persons and estates of his
children....At Niagara Falls Hiram B.
Wadsworth, of Holly, N. Y., committed
suicide by jumping into the rapids from
Goat Island bridge. He was carried over

inated for Congress by (he Democrats of

Surrogate's office at

the Second Maine District. .. .The Ohio
Democratic State Convention has been
called to meet at Toledo, August, 8....
The State Agricultural Association of Atkausas met at Little Rock and nominated
the following ticket: For Governor, John
G. Fletcher,who was the Democratic candidate two years ago; Secretary of State,
the Falls.
George Thornburg; Attorney General, W.
The Synod of the Reformed Church, in P. Grace; Land Commissioner,A. G. Jarsession at New Brunswick, N. J., declared man; Auditor, E. T. McConnell.Of the
nominees only three are qualified for memin favor of temperance, but voted down a
bership of the association,which was orresolutiontrying to put it on record ns in ganized as an agricultural non-political
favor of prohibition....
The Court House, order.
Mansion House, and several business
Senator Hearst, of California, bestructures at Litchfield, Conn., were
lieves
that if the popular pressure becomes
burned, entailing a loss of $200,000, with
insurance of $100,000..
great, PresidentCleveland will be a candiT. T. Hendrickses,Catholic Bishop of date for a second term ____ Thomas Seay
Rhpde Island, died in his arm-chair at was nominated by the Alabama Democrats
for governor. PresidentCleveland’s adProvidence from paralysisof the lungs ____
ministration was indorsed. .. .Arkansas
Oyer two hundred New York grocers have Republicanswill meet in convention July
sailed for Europe on an extended excur- 22 to consider the propriety of nominating
bequeaths all

hie

sion.

a State ticket.

THE WEST.

INDUSTRIAL NOTES.

An alleged attempt to procure by bribery
the escape of the notorious Maxwell from

The

jury in the ease of the Missouri

Pacific Railroad

Company against the

thir-

The Louisteen ex-employesactive in the late Southville, Evansville and St. Louis Railway was
sold under a foreclosure decree at New Al- western railroad strike returned a verdict
of not guilty, at St. Louis. The men were
bany, Ind., to a committeerepresenting the
bondholders,for $7(K),U00, subject to a indicted on seven charges, but were tried
only on four, and the railroad company
$927,000 lien. . .A Chicago telegram says:
“The latest new thing in cereal product is will demand another trial upon the remaining three, which include inciting to
oil from corn. A sample of the article was
exhibited on ’Change in this city yesterday. riot, impeding interstatetraffic,and trespass
The International Typographical
It is claimed to be good for all the purposes
Union,
to whose treasury $10,000 was doof the cotton-seed oil — which means that it
can be used in the soap factory as well as nated in Philadelphia by George W. Childs
the cuisine, and that its cost when made and Anthony J. Drexel, has resolved to
on a large scale will be but about four commemorate the birthdays of those genthe St. Louis

jail is

reported ____

.

—

that the spar torpedoes, as at present used,
are worse than useless.

The

Chicago Tribune,

in its weekly re-

view of the business situation, says: '
General business Is rather doll, bat not much
more so than i» usual at this time of the year,
and is scarcely so bad as might have been expected to follow the lassitudecaused by tho
labor troubles. The loss of the recent advance
in wheat has somewhat checked preparations for increased mercantile dealingswith
the country, but oats are strong, and corn
and hogs comparativelysteady, so that
the buying ability of the farmer may be
a fair one after all. A great deal more is thought
than has been written about the effect of tho
railroad extensions on the world of trade. It is
said that contracts are out for railroad building,
the total of which is nlacod by some as high as
875,000.000.If it bo only half that, the circulation of so much money, most of It in the labor
market,could not but prove a decided stimulus
to many branches of industry,in which the
merchant would have his full share ; aud the
carrying of the material on good rates of freight
would give a large augment to tho earnings of tho
lines directly interested. Steel rails were active
and Ann last week, with S34 bid for lots of 10,000 tons a few days ago, and rumors that another lot had boon sold to arrive from England.
But the demand for manufactured Iron does not
Improve, aud is not expected to do so for the
next two months. In dry goods and clothing
there is a fair volume of trade, with no new
features.Tho prospect in cotton goods is far
from being a brilliantone, and tho suspension
of the Lewiston mills may. bo accented ns a
sign that the demand has not kept ntfco with
the supply.

dren

—

A

continuesto rage

at

kept by a Catholic named McKenna.
TypographicalUnion, at Pittsburgh, The building was apou seized and
the specialcommitteeon the question of wrecked,and all of McKertlia'sstock of wines
was emptied in tho street.This mob then prothe Union joining the Knights of Labor ceeded to McCloskey'stavern. The police uad

taken warning and got there first. A set fight
took place. It was waged with desj>eration on
both sides. Tho police fired twenty-four rounds
of buckshot at the rioters,but tho mob
finally drove them away aud smashed
•McCloskey’s tavern to pieces, distributing
tho liquor to all who . would drink or
carry liquor awav. Several of . the
rioters were wounded In this fight and left helpless in the street by their comrades, who. maddened with liquor and excitement, rushed to
who has been found unworthy to the work of wreck and pillage.A number of
mingle with the members of the Union other taverns were destroyed and all their
ns a fellow-craftsmanin good standing. stocks of wine, whisky and bepr thrown
out to the crowd in the streets, who
The report of the special committeeon the drank it ravenously
carried it
use of stereotype plate matter was ap- away in jugs and buckets. In tie latter
proved. The report recommends that the work scores of women and children
executive council endeavor to unionize all were engaged all the time tho rioting lasted.
Toward midnight the mob, after having wrecked
firms manufacturing plates, aud that all and looted all tho taverns in the vicinity,renon-unionfirms be published; that the local tumed to McCloskey’s apd set tho house on
unions be required to interdict the use of fire. The glare attractedthe jiolice,who reformed and marched down there to put out tho
plates where a reduction of the working
fire and save tho town from a conflagraforce will ensue; newspapersmust be pro- tion. They had to fight for every foot
hibitedfrom using news plates manufac- of the way they made. At times,’ when
tured in non-union office^, or else be de- the flames flared high, tho sight
of the uniformed officers scattered among tho
clared unfair; no subordinate union can mob, filling the street from house to house, each
take any action regardingthe use of plates officer fighting on his own Account and all in
without the consent of the executive tho same direction, every man shouting or
cursing, the women and children at tho wincouncil.
dows shrieking and gesticulating, was terrible.
Finally the ploice got together and carried on
their battle with buckshot.This eventually
scattered the mob.

presented a long report, which was adopted.
Ascension, Paraguay, has tendered his The report, after complimenting the
resignation,and it has been accepted. Mr. Knights of Labor in the highest terms, and
Ellison explains his action by saying he pledging them support, demands, first, that
has understoodthat Ascension is a very the Knights of Labor will not attempt to
unhealthy place, and that ho would proba- dictate the course of action of distinctive
bly not live over two or three weeks if he trades; second, that they will not cover
with the shield of the order any man
went there.

Con-

key desired to send a wedding present to
Mrs. Cleveland, and asking that it be received. The President,while appreciating
the motives of the Sultan, felt that its acceptance would be in violation of the spirit
if not the letter of the Constitution, and
accordingly telegraphed his declination of
the proposed compliment.

The

Secretaryof the Kansas State Board

of Agriculture estimates the winter wheat

crop at 11,000,000 bushels, or fortv per

or

cent, of a five years’ average. . .Near* New
Straitsville, Ohio, United States officials
made a descent upon a suspected house and
<»ptured two expert counterfeiters,with
their dies and tools, and one hundred bogus
Colonel Richard M. Hoe, of New
dollars that had just been finished. The
prisoners are J. A. Brown, aged 70, and York, died suddenly at Florence,Italy.
George Miller, 45 years of age.
Mr. Hoe had gone abroad for rest and
.

GENERAL.

PresidentCleveland and

wife have pleasure, in company with his wife and
daughter, and was apparently in his usual
good
health when suddenly stricken down
Bummer in a steamer tendered them at
with heart disease. Mr. Hoe was the senior
Buffalo. They will start after the adjournmember of the firm of R. Hoe & Co. His
ment of Congress, and the promise is that
name is inseparably connected with the
Chicago will be among the places visited.
developmentof the printing press in this
....President Cleveland has accepted the country.
Honorary Presidency of the American Ex-,
The lardmasters’Mutual Benevolent
hibition in London. He will open the exhibition from the White House, and start Association held its annual conventionat
arranged for a tour of the lakes during the

the machinery by the telegraph lamTlines
and the cable. A committee of over one
thousand prominent men in Great Britain
has been selected to give a hearty welcome
to the American exhibitors.

PGIATICAE.

St. Paul, PresidentCampbell, of Derry,
Pa., in the chair., .-.The Prison Chaplains’
Association of the United States held its
first annual meeting, at* Indianapolis____

The Western Union TelegraphCompany,
m passing its quarterlydividend,reportsthe
payment of heavy judgments, and of taxes

The Democrats of Oregon have elected levied by the State of
tire capital stock.
the Governor, Treasurer,Secretaryof State,
and Judge of the Supreme Oburt. The
Republicans carriedthe Congressman and
State Printer....The Maine Republican
State Convention, at Lewiston, was attended by over fourteen hundred delegates.
Hon. J. R. Bodwell, of Hallowell, was
nominated for Governor. The resolutions
proclaim confidencein the Republican
patty; condemn free trade and revision
of the tariff for depriving all Maine productions of protection; condemn the proposal of the Democrats to surrender free
markets to Canadian fishermen; thank the
Maine delegation in Congress for opposing
the river and harbor bill; declare that labor
and capital must be in harmony to insure
success, and favor not more than ten hours’
labor; declare against employing youths
regularly in factories; commend revision

New

York on the en-

The Washington crop report for June
shows that the condition of spring wheat is
98 J per cent., against 97 per cent, a year
ngOj with practicallythe same acreage as
then. Winter wheat is stated to be from an
average to a high crop in those States which
produce the largest quantities in normal
years, but its condition is 2 per cent, lower
than a month ago, being now given as 92.7
per cent. The statisticiansay* that the
prospect is still good for a little more than

twelve bushels to the acre, which statement
is understood to hpply to the whole crop.
This yield would give, approximately,
about 300,000,000 bushels of winter wheat,
or a total of 460,000,000 bushels of both
kinds.

Hone#

of Repreeentattree.

President Cleveland will meat all
who desire to pay their respects nt'l:30p.

A bill appropriating fllO.OOO for the erection
a branch home lor disabled volunteersoldiers
m., Monday, Wednesday, and Friday of west of the Rocky Mountains was passed by the
Senate on the 8th. A bill was passed providing
each week. - He requests that the remainder fora commission of three persons,to be appointed
by the President,to investigatethe
of the time be allowed him for the performance of official duty and the trans- truth of alleged discoveriesof the speciflo
cause of yellow fever. In the House
action of public business.
of Representatives,iu moving to expunge
from the. Record a speech by Mr. Wheeler,
In a street-car at Kansas City, Mo., W.
of Alabama, Mr. Kelley, of PennsylA. Carlisle, an attorney,shot Dr. Morrison vania, read a private letter written In the spring
Munford, proprietorof the Times, and also Of 1862 by SecretaryStanton, frankly defining
his attitude toward GeneralMcClellan.The resfired a second bullet, which inflicted a
olution offered by Mr. Kelley was referred to the
Committee on Rules. An effort in the House to
painful wound upo i a .young woman. Carget unanimous consent tQ report the amended
lisle then jumped from the car and fired at
Senate anti-polygamy bill was defeated by
the Doctor through the window, the bullet tho objectionof Caine, tho Mormon delegate
from Utah. Tho incidentserved to show the
hitting a male passenger in the face, makwatchfulnessof the Mormon lobby and its deing a dangerous wound. The would-be terminationto throw every obstructionin the
murderer than ran off, but was speedily way of adverselegislation.The House spent
captured. Dr. Munford is not seriously some hours iu committee of the whole (Mr.
Blount, of Georgia, In the chair) on the legishurt. The shootinggrew out of charges lative,executive, aud judicialappropriation bill.
preferred by the Times ogaiust Carlisle.
A MEASURE was favorably reported to the SenA prominent Knight of Labor at New
ate, on the 9th inst., prohibitingthe transmission of lottery circulars through the malls.
York is at St. Louis distributingfnnds to
’

of

for

left

from

$225,000 to $275,000,and

making an

ad-

providing for a portrait of Gen. George H.
Thomas ; to establishtwo additional land districts in Dakota ; to legalize the incorporation
of trades unions; referring to the Court of
Claims for examinationand report to Congress

Munich on Sunday for Berg Castle,on

Lake

repairs and enlargement of the public build’

Starnberg, the peasants along the

route kneeling aud weeping as he passed.

certain claims for property seized by
General Albert Sydney Johnston in the Utah
expedition of 1857. The oleomargarine hill

Late in the afternoon he went out to walk
in the park with

.

tional

stantinople,saying that the Sultan of Tur-

of the fltanate end

Dr. Gnddeu. Without a was consideredby tho Senate. Senator Butler
word of warning he flung himself into the read a telegram from the Mayor and a large
of citizens of Spartanburg,
H. C., urging
lake. The physician sprang after him, and number
the Senators from that State to use their influboth were drowned.... A riot occurred at
ence in defeatingtho oleomargarinebill, which
Sligo, Ireland, during which several houses the signers declare the worst form of protection.
Let people buy oleomargarine, " they say, “as
arrivingin the colony. . .The latest reports of Protestants were wrecked and many peothey would any other article of food." In the
ple
injured.
from the famine in Corea are to the effect
House of Representatives,while tho legislative, executive,and judicial approthat five hundred persons starved to death
bill was under consideration,
in one city.
Beyond discussing the Northern Pacific land- Pfriat*?°
Mr. Hitt, of Illinois,commented on what he
It is stated that a syndicate of European forfeiture bill, absolutely nothing was done in termed the extraordinaryprovision (that rethe Senate on tho 14th inst. Tho House con- quiring the certificationof the entire list of apcapitalists will probably buy the Sandwich
plicants from each State who passed tho examcurred in the Senate’samendmentsto the AtIslands for $10,000,000..... The cholera lantic and Pacific land-forfeituro bill, and ination) which had been forced ui-on an appro-

—

Secretary of State recentlyreceived

Work

.

.

The

The

thousand homeless.

great Socialist meeting, called

for to protest against the Government
prosecutions,was broken up at The
Hague by the police ..... The lower
house of the Austrian Reichsrath has
adopted a bill abrogating the right of trial
by jury for two years in the cases of anarchists under indictment. . .The Chinese
Government has been notifiedby the Government of South * Australia that a tax of
$50 would be imposed on every Chinaman

A

a cable message from Minister Cox, at

loss of $100,000,

Belfast wrecked work in that line is not more than half acnearly one hundred houses, burning two complished. A local assembly of servant
girls, under the banner of the’ Knights,is
of the number. The police killed nine perbeing formed at St. Louis.
sons, among them a widow with two chilLudwig, the deposed King of Bavaria,

—

Indiana, re-

a

couver, B. C„ causing

burning up five people, and rendering three

The Orangemen of

.

Frederick Ellison, of

00NGBESSI0NAL

swept away every house in Van-

unemployedGould line strikers. He
has already disbursed $10,000, and his

cents per pound. Previous to this the
only kind of oil obtained from coni was an
incident of the whisky manufacture, and
called * fusel,’ which other people besides
It transpires that General Master 'Workthe total abstainers regard as injurious to
dissolved.
the human frame.”
man Powderly,K. of L., offered his resigPeople have been shot by scores in the
A dispatch from the Apache country nation at Cleveland,but the convention
Belfast riots. The dispatches indicate a
states that the trail of five Indians was rewould not receive it. He was also proffered
terrible state of affairs. Herbert Gladstone
cently discoveredwithin three hundred a large increase of salary, but declined to
accept
the
advance.
. .H. D. Davis, Local attributesthe reign of terror to Lord Ranyards of Fort Huachuca, and that veteran
dolph Churchill’s violent speeches. John
officers of the army are in favor of using Master Workman K. of L., was convicted
Morley, Chief Secretary for Ireland, is inat
Union,
Mo.,
of
obstructing
the
track
bloodhounds to catch the fiends of the
during the railroadstrike, and sentenced to vestigating the troubles.An Associated
border.
Press reporter who was an eye-witness of
two years in the penitentiary.
A CYCLONE at Hunter, D. TM blew a
The business failures occurring through- the rioting, tells what he saw on the last
farm-houseto pieces. One man inside was
night of the reign of terror:
out the country during last week, os reportAlter their day’s labor had ended thousandsof
killed outright and several others were seried to R. G. Dim <t Co., number for the workingmen gathered in the vicinity of tho
ously injured. .. .The Germania Hotel, at
Bowers Hill police station.They execrated the
Crookston,Minn., was blown down and United States 180, and for Canada 29, or a jolice and cried out : “We will have ten lives
total
of
209
failures,
ns
compared
with
a
for every one of the murdered.* The county
eight persons were injured,though but one
police were then withdrawn and some wellseriously
Captain Francis Jeffrey Dick- total of 187 the previous week and 181 the known local constables were sent to reason with
week
before
that.
ens, son of the famous English novelist,
the mob. The latterdemanded tho withdrawal
died suddenly of paralysis of the heart
The Central Labor Union of New York of all the police. ArchbishopLevro and
while dining with friends at Moline. City, said to be the most powerful execu- several Presbyterian clergymen, after this,
implored the mob to disperse. Their adHI. He was 41 years old ____
distive body in the ranks of organizedlabor, dresses proved altogetheruseless,and even
astrous £re visited Muscatine, Iowa. The
while the clergymen were speaking tho rioters
total loss was $200,000, most of it be- has gone to pieces. . .The delegates to the kept up a desultorystone-throwingat the ]>olice.
One stone struck a divine squarelyin tho
national
convention
of
telegraghers,
in
ing sustained by the Muscatine Lumber
face and hurt him severely. While all this was
Company
The Mower County National session at St. Louis, resolved to join the going on at the Bowers Hill barracksa mob had
Bank, at Austin, Minn., suspended,the Knights of Labor.
taken possession of York street. They first
liabilitiesbeing about $90,000.
Before the adjournmentof the Interna- concentrated in front of a wine store

cently appointed United States consul at

Flames

tho

FOREIGN.

Venice with unabated
tlemen for the next five years by soliciting virulence, an average of twenty new cases
contributionsto the fund’ from every union and ten deaths occurring daily ..... Mr.
printer, in the hope of raising $50,000 to Gladstone has asked the House of Commons to wind up its business ns speedily
erect a permanent hall.
ns possible, so that Parliamentmight be

WASHI^fcJTO^.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

passed a

prohibiting pool-sellingin tho Disa resolution in tho House providing for a celebration of the centennial anniversaryof the
foundation of tho Constitutional Government,
April 30, Hi80. Mr. Warner of Ohio introduced
a resolution calling on tho KecreUvv of tho Interior for informationshowing the number, extent. aud location of foreign holdingsof what
were formerlypublic lands, and how tho title to
such lands had been acquired by aliens.
trict

of

bill

Columbia. Mr. Hewitt offered

A Curious Geological Formal ion.

To the eastward of the Upper Sink
of the Carson River, in the valley in
which is s tuated the Sands Springs
salt marsh, is a curious formation, covering a large area of ground. Here,
after passing through from two to five
feet of sand and clay, rock is reached.
This rock is full of rents and fissures,
through which rise steam and hot
water. Above these crevices are in
places small pools of water, which are
said to rise and fall as regularly as the
ocean tide with the change of the moon.
On the surface of the marsh are seen
small ridges and hillocks. By digging
into them an opening is always found.
The ridge on the surface shows the exact extent and shape of the rent in the
rock below. In this curious region
springs of cold drinking water are
found in proximity to such as are hot,
aud highly charged with boracic acid
and other mineral substances. In this
valley there are about two thousand
acres that can be profitably worked
for borax, as is shown by the work already done there. When one incrustation of the mineral is removed another
soon forms. At Sand Springs, in the
same valley, salt is the principal product In the early days much salt was
packed to Virginia City on the backs
of camels. It was found to be a good
article for use in the mills, but when
railroads were built supplies from other
places could be more cheaply obtained.

—Galveston News.
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priation hill to nullify the civil-servicelaw. Mr.
Cox, of North Carolina, Chaiiman of the Committee on CivU-Servioe Reform, Mr. Compton
and Mr. Shaw, of Maryland,boldly attacke«lthe
law without any disguise, while Mr. Springer,

Mr. McAdoo, and Mr. Randall advocated the
modifications proposed by tha Appropria-

tion Committee. Mr Hitt, of Illinois,
Mr. Butterworth, of Ohio, and Mr.

Bayne, of Pennsylvania,Republicans argued in
favor of the principleof civil-servicereform,
Mr. Hitt charged the AppropriationCommittee
with having gone out of its provinceto insidiously attack civil-servicereform. Mr. Randall
declared that the regulationsenacted had
cheated the representatives
of tho people out of
rights which they should have stood up and defended in behalf of their constituents.
Mb. Beck's bill to prohibit members of Congress from accepting retainers from subsidized
railroads passed the Senate,

on the

10th inst.,

by a vote of 31 to 11, hut Mr. Hawlev secured a
recousidoration of the matter. The Senate also
passed the agricultural appropriationbill, with
items of $17,000 for the euceuragemcnt of silkculture, $5,005 to bore artesian wells in Oregon
or WashingtonTerritory, and t9l,00j for sorghum-makingwith American machinery. On
motion of Senator Allison, the Senate passed a
bill appropriating $150,000 as an additional sura to
complete the Des Moines (Iowa) public building.
SenatorRiddlebergerinsisted upon the consideration by the Seuatjot the resolution providing
for onen executive sessions, and the Senate refused to take it up by a vote of 32 to
A bill
was introduced by Senator McPherson to increase tho naval establishment.It appropriates
$6,4^5,000. The Senate in secret session rejected
the nomination of Posey S. Wilson to be assuyor
of the mint at Denver, Colo. Among tho nominations for postmasterssent to tho Senate were
the following: Reuben Stahley,Crestline, O. :
John D. Thompson,Mt Vernon, O. ; Samuel S.
Clayton, Ada, O. ; C. A. Gallagher,Cheboygan,
Mich. ; Prior B. Mayo, North Springfield, Mo.
The report of tho House Judiciary Ccmmittee
on the Edmunds anti-polygamy bill was presented to tho House. Tho committee expresses
its dissent from tho twelfth section of the Senate bill, the cilect of which would he that the
conductof tho corporate “Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints" would be controlled by

a

trustees of the church In conjunction with
trustees appointedby the President. This
union of trustees of the church aud those of the
government could not be distinguished from a
union of the church and state and a law respecting tho establishment of religion. Nor
could it be other than a limitation pu the free
Bxerciso of religion where a majoritywho control in matters of faith aud discipline are appointed by the President. Tho committee recommends a revocationof tho charter and a dissolution of the corporation as in tho line of public policy, if it can constitutionally be done.

During a debate in tho Senate on tho Northern Pacific forfeiturebill on tho 4th inst. Mr.
George stated that nn area larger Ilian IVance
or Germany had been donated by Congress to
corporationsbetween 1860 and 18<5. Mr. Sherman remarked that all the stock issued by the
Northern Pacific Company would not sell for
the $3O,C0J,050cash put into the road, and that
the passage of the pending bill would simply
relieve the corporation of the task of tunneling
the Cascade range. The House of Representatives passed the Senate bill to legalize the incorporationof trades unions. During the consideration of the legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill, Messrs. Morrisonand
Holman engaged in a colloquy which amused
the members, and upon Mr. Randall attempting to answer a question propounded by Mr.
Morrisonthe latter gentleman exclaimed: “I
was not asking you ; you are not an economist
up to the standard of the gentleman from Indiana."
A petition from tho Chamber of Commerce of
New York for an appropriation of $1,000,000with
which to commerce the work of permanently
deepening the water on Sandy Hook bar was
presented in the Senate by Mr. Miller on the
12th inst Tho army appropriationbill was
passed as it came from tho Senate Committee.
A bill was passed authorizing tho removal of the
Southern Ute Indians in Colorado to Utah Territory. In tho House of RepresentativesMr.
Holman’s civil service rider to tho legislative,
executive aud judicial appropriationbill was
ruled out of order. Tim ouly .other busmens accomplished by the House was tho passage of
several pension bills

;

^

.
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„

Persia.”.. ..Dr.

Holmes continues

to receive

the highest honors that the English people can lavish upon a guest.
Not since Longfellow’s visit has any
American received such testimonyof
affectloH and enthusiasticadmiration
The railways of Great Britain are capitalized at an average valuation of $212,400
,
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.At a factory in Berlin daily
Common.*.,.
trial* of elefctricstreet-car*are being made,
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and. it is expected that they will soon be
adopted by, the Berlin compliniee.
The Wheat-No. 1
It is stated that the torpedo experiments
Rev. Newman Hall has declared in favor Corn— No. 2.
at the Pensacolanaval drill demonstrated of local government for Ireland.
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concludes that
he is really of no account in this world
I do not cave how soon he commences
to part his hair in the middle.
Most every man has had opportunities to get rich, but there is only now
d then one who finds it out before it
everlastingly too late.

......

INDIANAPOLIS.

.

Lafdgan’g Logic*

When a young man

Some people
people are

too modest, and
others too impudent, to accomplish
their best work in this world. I favor
just enough modesty to conceal impertinence,
I hold that a man has a perfect right
to make a drunken sot 01 himself to
gratify his ambition,,but I do not approve of his dragging down a wife and
seven children with him to disgrace.
,

.1 have faith in intelligent, modest religion, l?nt npt much in the ostentatious
str6et*oornir religion with brass-band
Accompaniment. If a person can not

be redeemed by rational means
•he is hardly worth redeeming.

he

or
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BASE-BALL.

AN EDITOR SHOT.

DR. DIO LEWIS.

—Houghton is

Gladstone Issues a Manifesto
to the Elect 3rs of England
and Scotland.

The

Which
a Manly

Mr. Gladstone has issued the following
ninmifesto to the electors of Midlothian:
Gentlemen— In consequence of the defeat of
the bill for the better government of Ireland the
Ministryadvised, and her Majesty was pleased
to sanction, the dissolution of Parliament for a
decision by the nation of the gravest and likewise the simplest issue that has been submitted
to it for half a century, It is only a sense of
the gravity of this issue which induces me, at
a period of life when Nature cries aloud for repose, to sock, after sitting in thirteenParliaments, a seat in the fourteenth, and with this
view to solicit, for the fifth time, the honor of
your confidence.
At the last election I endeavored in

enjoying

a

building boom.

—Charles E. Bloss, of Kalamazoo, was

Mackinaw Island.

accidentallydrowned at

—Kalamazoo and Jackson ore

fighting

over the honor of being the best edery-

Issue Plainly Stated,

Must Be Met in
Way.

Standing of the League and American
Dr. Dio Lewis, the Well-Known Hygienic Dr. Munford, the Chief of the Kansas
City Times, Fired Upon by an
AssociationClnbs— Detroit Still
Eeformer and Author, Died Not Long
Enraged Attorney.’
in tin Lead.
Ago at His Home in Yonkera, N. Y.

my

In February be was thrown from his The Would-Be Assassin Wounds. Two Notes of Interest Concerning the NaOther Persons, and Is Taken
tional Game— The College
horse, receiving a slight wound on tho left
Into
Custody.
leg, and some weeks afterward unusual
Championship.

producing place in tho world.

fatiguein walking was followed by erysipelatous inflammation of the wounded leg. A
serious phlegmonous erysipelas in a few
days implicated the entire limb, and finally
extended to the body and caused death.
Dr. Lewis was born in Auburn, N. Y.,
March 3, 1823. He studied medicine at
Harvard College, and practiced in Port
Byron, removing thence to Buffalo. He

City Council has declinedto purchase a
A sensationalshooting affray occurred in
a

crowded sectionof Kansas

City thfe other

afternoon, iu which Dr. MorrisonMunford,
proprietorof the Kansas City Times, and
two other persons were shot by W. A. Carlisle, an attorney.Dr. Munford entered a
street-carand was’abont to take a seat near
tho door when Carlisle came to tho platform of the car, drew a revolver, and

In the National League the Detroits

—The members

steam fire-engiuo.
still

—A

hold tho lead, and they continuewinning
games on their own grounds, their recoid

large

pond near Kelly’s Corner was

drained recentlyin a peculiar way. A hole

being fourteen consecutivegames ou the was bored sixty-four feet deen, piere ng a
home grounds. Tho Chicagos have easily stratum of rock, through which tho water
held tho second position,although they disappeared.
drooped the opening game to Kansas City,
—After July 1 no more convictsfrom out-

on

their first visit.

The New

Yorks are

spoke to Munfoid, saying: “You have holding on to tho third place, and Philadeltraduced my wife, and I will kill you.” At phia the fourth. The Bostons have passi d
the same time Carlisle began firing at Mun- the St. Louis team, and hold fifth place.
fonl, who was hut three feet distant. A
Kansas City is seventh, and Washington
hall struck Munford iu the side, glancing brings up the rear of the procession.
from a rib and lodged under the skin just
Below we give the standing of the clubs
below the breast hone. Carlisle quickly of both the League and Association to date:
fired again, the hall cutting his intended
LEAGUE SCHEDULE.
victim’s coat and striking Miss Jennie
Games Games
lost.
worn
Streeter, a girl sixteen years of age, who

ad-

of the Janesvillefire de-

partment threaten to disband because the

side of the State will

received at the

lie

De-

troit House of Correction,a law to that effect

having been passed at tho last sessionof the
Legisfhtnre.
Jns. C. Douglass, of Detroit, sprinkled

dresses and speeches to impress upon you the
five gallons of gasoline over tho furniturein
fact that a great crisishad arrived in the affairs
his residence,on the corner of Third nnd
of Ireland, Weak as tire lato Governmentwas
for ordinary purposes,it hod great advantages
Plum streets, to kill moths. Soon afterfor dealing with that crisis. A comprehensive
6
Detroit ...............................
s’1
ward an explosion occurred, which shatteroccupied the next seat iu the car.
measure proceeding from that Government
7
('liicHi'o...............................
would have received warm and extensive supDr. Munford then stooped forward, trying New York .............................
11
ed the building nnd seriouslyburned three
-1
port from within the Liberal party, and would
It
meanwhile to draw a revolver.Carlisle Philadelphia ..... .............
1"
probably have closed the Irish controversy
inmates.
•22
11
stepped into the street ou the south side and I'osU u .............
within the present sessionand have left the
23
11
Parliament of 1865 free to prosecutethe now
began firing through the window, one hall St. I/ouIh .............................
Railroad Commissioner McPherson
18
Kalians City .........
H
stagnantwork of ordinary legislation,with tlio
striking a passenger named John Hale in Washington ...........................
22
will inform the managers of railroadcommultitudeof questions it includes. My earnest
the face. After fir ng live shots in rapid
THE AMEIIU AN ASSOCIATION.
hope was to support the late Cabinet in such a
panies in this State that they will ho held to
Lost.
succt ssion. Carlisle started to run around
"'on.
course of policy. Ou the 26th of last January
18
strict accountabilityfor any failure to comtho opposite policy of coercionwas declared
the forward car, attached to the other Athletic .............................*24
to have been tho choice of tho Government,
1"
one, and was seized by two officersas Baltimore ............................
ply with a stringentact relative to carrying
16
..•r.
the Earl of Carnarvon alone refusing to
Brooklyn .....
Munford stepped down to the pavement CineiiiUHti----27
..10
share in it. The Irish question was thus
Texas cattle, passed by the Legislature of
•23
...2-2
on the north side with his revolver drawn I/ouisvillo .....
placed iu the foreground,to tho exclusionof
25
1885. The Live-stock Sanitary Commis. 15
every other. The hour, os all felt, was come.
MotnqMilitan.
and leveled.The latter, who thought he
10
...25
The only point remaining to determine was tho
urn .....
sion 1ms complainedthat tho roads are viohad
been fatally wounded, had tried to IM.ts'
10
. .26
8t. Louis ......
manner in which it was to be dealt with.
shoot, hut had not been able to free his
lating the law.
In my judgment, the proposal of coercion was
Tin: COLLEGES.
weapon, the trigger of which was caught
not justifiedby tho facts,and was doomed to
traveled
and
lectured
for
a
number
of
The
Yale
College
team
is
again
in
the
—The experience of a Detroit family
certain and disgraceful failure. Some method
in a scabbard which incased it. Munford
lead for the college pennant. This has Wednesday iu the use of gasolinetor the
of governingIreland other than coercion ought, years on physiology and hygiene, until be
called to the officers to let Carlisle go and
as I thought, to he sought for and to bo found. settledin Boston, and there developed bis
been tlio most excitingrace of any that has
Therefore I viewed without regret the fall of system of exercise for schools and homes, give him a chance, hut bystandersquickly
ever been played. The Harvnrds have a purpose of destroying moths should re-entho lato Cabinet,and. when suniuu ued by her
interferedand persuaded the Doctor to give
Majesty to form a now one, I undertookit on tho teachingthat the body should bo trained up his weapon. He was taken to Dr. stumg learn, and were picked by many^s force the frequent warnings that have been
basis of an anti-coorcionpolicy, with tho fullest ns well as the mind to insure the perfect dethe winuqrj but their chances are not betafforded in the same fashion before. Benexplanationto those whoso aid I sought as col- velopmentof the human being. He opened Jackson’s office in the Times building ad- ter if as good as the Yales’ are. The standjoining.
where
the
bullet
in
his
breast
was
zine or gasoline will destroy moths; there
leagues when I proposed to examine whether It
a school for young ladies at Lexington,
ing of the clubs is as lollows:
might not bo possible to grant Ireland a domesextracted and his wound dressed, after
is little doubt about that; but poured over
Mass.^whero
he
could
embody
his
ideas
of
tic legislatureand maintainthe honor and conwhich lie was removed to his home.
solidate tho unity of tho empire. A govern- physical training, ahd he had great success,
furailure, with a Are in reach of it, it will
Carlisle meanwhile was conducted down
ment was formed, and tho work was at once put the school numbering some one hundred
destroy moths very much ns tho Chinese
Main
street, followed by an angry crowd.
iu hand
CLUBS.
You will not. gentlemen,fail to understand and sixty pupils, many of them broken- His action in shooting indiscriminatelyinto
first learned to roast pig, by shutting a pig
down
invalids
from
other
institutions.
The
how and why it is that the affairsof Ireland,and
the throng aroused the greatest Indignation,
:S
up in the parlor nnd then burning tho house
not for tho first time, have thrust aside every building was burned in 18G7. Since then
2
s
II
£ j ? liother subject, and adjourned our hopes of use- ho has devoted himself to lecturing and and threats of violence were made on all
down.— Free Press.
sides. At Seventh street the prisoner was Amherst .......
ful and progressivelegislation. As a question
o1
1;
1
0
0
0:
writing on health subjects. He was the
of the first necessities of social order it forces
put into a carriageand hurried to the po"
1
0
0
Brown
.......... ••1 1
",
originator of the Woman's Temperance
—At Davison’s ship-yard nt Bay City is
itself into the van. The lato Cabinet, though
5
2
0
i!
•2
lice station. Several stones were thrown Hnrvuril ....... •• "
right iu giving it that place, were, as wo thought, Crusade in Ohio. He spent his last few
01
r
U
2
i
Princeton ..... ..1 2
being
built a vessel which will ho the
•••!
wrong in their manner of treating it It was years in New York and vicinity and removed after it.
"
o:.
Williams ...... ..1 1
o
•2|
our absolute duty on taking the Government, if
Miss
Streeter walked to the pavement Yule ...........
largest
that has ever been put afloat on the
0
•i!.
1
2|
to Yonkers in September last.
••I 1
we did not adopt their method, to propose anand
sat down. A carriage was called, and
great
inland
noas of this continent.Her
For the two years preceding his death
other. Thus, gentlemen, it is that this groat
1
Games lost.. •i 5 _ 7l 1' 3 4
and simple' issue has come ujKm you and de- he published in New York Dio Lewis' Nug- she was taken home, where her wound was
capacity is 3,500 tons, nnd she will carry
mands your decision.Will you govern Ireland gets, a bi-monthly. His published works dressed. The bullet was found to have
700,0110 feet of saw-logs or 2,500,000 feet of
Notes of Interest.
by coercion or will you let Ireland manage
passed through the fleshy portion of the
her own affairs? To debate in this address ou his favoritetopic of hygienic education left breast,and, though painful,is not danChicago is the lucky club. So far none lumber, sufficient to load an ordinary tow
include “New Gvmnastics,Weak Lungs,
this and that detail of the lately defeatedbill
would only be to disguise this issue, and and How to Make Them Strong,” “Talks gerous. The bullet that struck Hale in the of their players have been disabled.
of vessels. She will carry ns much lumber
would be us futile ns to discuss tho baiting, About People's Stomachs,” and “Our Girls.” face lodged in his head., and has not yet
The Kansas City Club, dubbed the “Cow- iih six ordinary lumber barges. She is 275
stumbling, ever-shifting, and ever-advancing
been found. His life will not f o in danger
hoys,” are very gentlemanly on the hull
projects of an intermediateclass which have For several years his Dio Lewis Monthly
feet long, 51 feet beam, nnd 12 feet depth
unless erysipelas sets in, which is feared
proceeded fiom the seceding Lib« rals. There has published in brief form the matter that
field.
of hold. — Detroit Tribune.
are two clear, positive, and intelligibleplans
afterward was issued iu volume. His last somewhat. Dr. Munford, who remained
Boston reporteis are not permittedto
before the world: There is tho plan of the work, “The Dio Lewis Treasury,” is now in ••ool and collectedthroughout the general
Government and ihero is the plan oi Lord Salis—In 1882 a poor old colored woman loft
excitement
over the affair, is resting well, enter the players’ dieting room before or
bury. Our plan is that Ireland should, under press.
alter Ihe gomes.
and will soon recover.
her hoy 8 yeats of age on a farm near
well-consideredconditions, transact her own
Thompson, of the Detroits, has joined
The trouble originated in the publication
affairs. His plan is to ask Parliamentto renew
Judge Pay son’s Land Bill.
Woodstock, Out., and went to Detroit to
repressive laws and enforce them resolutely for
by the Times of charges against Carlisle’s the “Big Four.” They are now kuowu as
[Washington
special.)
twenty years aby the end of which time ho asearn a living. Every month she sent $5 for
the “Furious Five.”
professional and moral character.
sures us Ireland will be fit to accept any governJudge Payson'slaud hill, passed by the
the Hiqiport of the littlefellow. Two years
Dr.
Munford
is a native of Kentucky, and
The
Detroits
drew
20,000
people
to
the
mout In the way of local government, on the
repeal of the coercion laws, you may wish to House of Representatives,repealingthe pre- is widely known through his position ns
Polo Grounds, New York. A year ago they ago the woman who eared for tho hoy sickgive her.
emption, desert-land, and timber-culture proprietor of the Times. Mr. Carlisle is a could not draw 2,000.
ened and died, and her son took him in
True union Is to be tested by the sentimentsof
Virginian by birth. He is a relative of John
Eight thousand people witnessedthe charge, and abused nnd starved him. The
tho human beings united. Tried by this crite- laws and amending the commutation proCarlisle, now dead, who was once United
rion we have lei-s union between Groat liritaiu
Decoration Day games in Rochester, N. Y
vision of the homestead law, after provid- States Senator from West Virginia.
and Ireland now than we had under the settleboy ran away a few months ago nud went
Pretty fair for Rochester.
ment of 1782. EnfranchisedIreland, gentlemen, ing for the repeal of the pre-emption law
asks through her lawful^ropresentatives for the
allows bona tide claims to be perfected,
The Kansas Citys are known as the to Detroit, where he lived' a vagabond life
revival of her domestic legislature— not, and also permits a second hpmestead entry
HIMSELF. stormy petrels of the league. They seem till pu ked up by the police. Superintenou the face of it, an innovating, but in lieu of the pre-emption privilege to any
lo carry bad weather in their wake.
dent Stocking, of the Newsboys’ Home, ada restorati\eproposal. She urges with
person who has not had the benefit
truth that the centralization of parliamentshas
Joy hells are rung in Kansas City every vertised for a home for tho hoy, and who
been the division of the peoples, but she recog- of pre-emption and who has failed Ludwig, the Insane Ruler of Bavaria,
time the homo team wins a game. They
nized tho fact that tho union, lawlessly as it was from any cause except by sale or
should answer it hut his own mother. It
have been rung so far six times this season.
obtained, cannot and ought not to bo repealed.
Puts an End to His Miserwas a most affecting meeting, both mother
disposal
of
his
right
thereto
to
perfect
She is content to receive her legislature in a
It is rather remarkable that tho first tie
form divested of prerogatives which might have title to a tract of laud heretoforeentered by
able Life.
game in the league should he between the and sou weeping for joy.
impaired her imperial interests and bettor him. The second section, iu repealing tho
leader and tho tail -ender— Detroit and
adapted than the settlement of 1792 to secure to timber-culture act, makes provisionfor
- Thomas W. Ferry, ex-Upited States
her regular control of her own affairs. 8ho has
The Heroic Efforts of His Physician Washington.
not repelled but has welcomedthe stipulations perfectingbona-fide claims lawfullyinSenator from Michigan, and ex-acting Vico
Young pitchersshould bear in mind that
itiated before the passage of the act. Secfor the protection of the minority. To such proto Thwart the Monarch’s
visions wo have given and shall give careful
a good pitcher is not afraid to let a bats- President of the United States, has retion 3 amends the homestead act by allowPurpose.
heed, but I trust Scotland will condemn tho ing the minimum price for the quantity of
man hit a fly to the fielders; that is a part of turned to his home in Grand Haven.
attempts so singularly made to import into the
good pitching.
land
entered
to
be
paid
at
any
time
after
controversya venomous element of religious
Biokeu in health and fortune, for three
bkotry. Lot her take warning by tho deplor- the expiration of thirty calendar months
PFEFFER doesn’t pretend to he a “king years he has been wandering in foreign
Ludwig
II.,
who
was
recently
deposed
able riots in Belfast and other places in the from the date of entry, tho proof of actual
second-baseman,”hut he is way up in his
north.
from the Bavarian throne, has committed work this season. Guess the Chicagos lands, hut ho returns homo apparently in
Among tho benefits, gentlemen,I anticipate settlementto he filed six months prior to
good health. During his absence he has
from vour accopt&j>co of our policy are these : the application for patent. Section 4, suicide. He had gone out for a promenade wouldn’t trade him for anybody.
The consolidationof tho united, empire and in ......repealing the .desert-land act, iu the park of the Berg Castle, accompanied
The
Boston Herald soys: “The Chicagos traversed Great Britain, Norway, Sweden,
great addition todts strength ; tho stoppage of the
makes the usual ' reservationfor comheavy, constant, and demoralizingwaste of the
by Dr. Gudden, his physician,says a cable soemto have more fon'pfavTng hall and to Russia, France, Belgium, Italy. Germany,
pleting lawfully entered claims. The fifth
public treasure ; tho abatement and gradualexdispatch from Munich. The king suddenly make less work of it than any nine on the Greece, Turkey, Palestine,and Egypt, has
tinction of ignoble feuds In Ireland and that section withdraws from public sale and
diamond. It does not seem like the same
development of her resourceswhich experience private entry nil lands except isolated and threw himself into the Stamherg Lake and
Anson. He poses in a graceful, statuesque hobnobbed with the Sultan, Kaiser Wilshows to bo a natural consequence of free and disconnected fractionalparts, mineral was drowned. The physician jumped into
position
opposite first base, and talks hut helm, and Gladstone, been shown around
orderly government; tho redemption of tho
the water to rescue the Kiug and was also
honor of Great Britain from the stigma fastened lands, and others of a local nature. Section drowned.
little.When he does speak it is iu a quiet Berlin by Minister Pendleton, traveled up
upon her almost from time immemorial in re- G preserves the right to transferportions of
The medical commission which examined lone of voice. He is ns at live as ever and the Nile with Minister Cox, rode on camels
spect to Ireland by the judgmentof tho whole
tho settler’s entry under homestead or preus great a pi iy.*r. Kelly is a caution. He
the late King report that he had ordered the
civilizedworld ; and, lastly, the restoration of
emption for church, cemetery,or school
and diomed irics, visited Jerusalem,and
Parliamentto its dignity and efficiency and tho
members of the ministerial deputation is always moving, always kicking. Ho
purposes,
or
right
of
way
for
railroads.
regular progress of the business of the country.
swam the river Jordan. Altogether, tho
can’t
keep
still
when
he
is
silting
ou
the
Judge Payson says the repeal will not headed by Count Holstein, who called upon bench, and when he doesn’t wag his tongue
Well, gentlemen,tho first questionI now put
him
to
procure
his
consent
to
a
regency,'
to
ex -Senatorappears lo have had rather a ~
to you is, How shall Ireland bo governedi affect the right of soldiers to the public
There is another question behind it and involved lands in any wdV. Their right is under tho ho flogged until they bled and then have ho wags his hat. When a Chicagoangets lively time during his “exile.” He refuses
in it. How are England and Scotlandto bo
his base it wake* aim up, nnd he will coach
tlieir eyes extracted. Before his death the
to discuss polities or his financialaffairs.
governed? You know bow, for tho last six years homestead law, which is simply amended
belief was spreading among the common whether he is within tho coacher’s lines or
especially, the affairs of England and Scotland so as to increase tho time of commutation
not.
Then
there
will
he
n
perpetual
compeople of Bavaria that the King’s deposition
have been impeded and your imperial Parlia- to thirty months.
- A wholesale dealer in hats, doing busimunication with Kelly to Ihe runner or tho
ment discreditedand disabled. All this hapwas illegal. The people did not believe he
ness
in New York, has this to say about a
pened while tho Nationalists were but a small
umpire. Yen- frequentlyhe breaks, up
was insane. Precautionshad been taken
minorityof tho Irish members without suppitcher,
catcher
and
the
umpire,
not
to
Ex-President Arthur.
long time popular head-gear: “The real
to prevent the populace from rising to report from so much as a handfulof members
speak of the audience. When he can do Mackinaw straw is grown in Michigan by
[New York special.)
store the King.
not Irish. Now they approach ninety, and
are eutitled to sav : “Wo are speakingtho views
The full story of Ludwig’srecent eccen- this he is happy. Then the Kelly smile; it the Mackinaw Indians and some halfThere has been a turn in the conof tho Irish nation." It is impossibleto deal
is infectious, and all forget feelingsto foltricities would ho generallyregarded ns
with this subject by half measures. They are dition of ex-President Arthur. The
incredible. -He had a mania for avoiding low suit. When he hats he can’t keep still. breeds. hut tin.* production is inconsiderstrong in their numbers, strong in British supsteady gain that is said to have been tho daylight and for turning day into night. He kicks nt the ground nnd bats away at the able, and it is so expensive it has
port, which brought 313 members to vote for
their country ; strongest of all in tho sense of
going on for tho last month has stopped, He often summoned great musicians to the plate until he hits ihe ball, when he is off gradually dropped oat
general
being right. But, gentlemen,wo have done our
and it is said on good authoritythat he has palace at late hours by post-horses to grat- like a racehorse.There is only one Kelly
trade.
A
hat
made
of
Mackinaw
can
part ; tho rest remains for you. Electors of tho
and he has no imitator*.”
country, may you bo enabled to see through taken a considerable step backward, and ify the royal wish to hear a single air. He
not
possibly
he
sold
for
less than $5,
frequently
had
statesmen
aroused
in
the
that
there
are
grave
doubts
as
to
his
ever
Ferguson,
of
the
Philadelphia
Club,
is
and cast away ell delusions, refuse evil, and
choose good. I have the honor to be, gentle- getting well. The nature of his disease small hours and sent to him to assist him another heady pitcher,says the Philadel
ami tho finest will cost you $0, every
men, your faithful aod grateful servant,
gives rise to many conflictingsymptoms. to play a billiard game. He would drive nt
phin Times. “Ferguson can do anything time. You are evidently surprised and are
William E. 'Gladstone.
It is well known that in similar cases, night in a chariotor on horseback with flywith the hall that any other pitcher ever
going to tell me that your last year’s Mackwhere the patient has appeared to ing speed, accompaniedby mounted torch-T . did,” said Harry Wright. And he was only
SUNDAY LAW IN LOUISIANA.
ho on the road to recover}', very suddenly bearers, far up into the mountains,in imi- half right. Ferguson can get more curves inaw only cost you three dollars at retail!
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KING DROWNS

of

Both Branchesof the Legislature
Saloon Keepers Will Fight It.

It Tastes
—

%

[New Orleans special.)

The State Senate, by a vote of 25 to G,
it came from tho

passed tho Sunday law as

Houuse, with a few minor amendments.
law prohibits the opening on Sunday

The

of any place of business whatever, except
newspaper and printing offices,bookstores,
drug stores, apothecary-shops, undertakersi ops, public and private markets, bakeries,
livery stables, railroads,whether steam or
horse, hotels, dairies, boarding-houses,
steamboatsand other vessels, warehouses

for receiving and forwarding

freights,

appeared a dangerous and perhaps fatal tation of ' Burger's “Leouore” and of
relapse. While it is not true that the .Goethe’s “Erl Keouig.*’
relapse ha& come in the General’s case, he
Once, while engaged in one of these wild
has of late been gettingweaker, and his night mountain chases, he fell, with his
vital force has b£en greatlylessened by tho horse, down a deep chasm. He was badly
return of the attacks of insomnia which hurt, and his injury aggravated his mental
were so troublesome in the early part of ailment, hut his physicians were obliged to
his sickness.A friend who saw him re- approach him aisguisedas lackeys or us
cently was much struck by the physical de- soldiers.
Dr. Mueller and Hubert, the King’s
pression that seemed to involve the entire
muscularsystem, and every movement of steward, had the bodies of Ludwig and Dr.
Gudden conveyed to the Berg Castle ond
the body was languid, and, to a certain extent, uncertain. That the General’s family placed on beds. Although there was neither
are somewhat alarmed is sliown inthe close any perceptiblerespirationnor pulse moveand continuouswatch that is kept over ment in either body, Dr. Mueller nnd his
him; but, while the danger of a relapse is assistants of the amibnlancecorps attemptever before them, a hopeful view is taken ed to restore animation in both, and only
of the case, and however active or serions ceased their efforts at resuscitationat midthe symptoms may become, there is no in- night, when life was pronounced extinct in

no

restaurants,telegraph offices, and theaters,
or anvplace of amusement, providing
intoxicatingliquors are sold on tho prem- dicattongiven of discouragement.

^

ises. TWowwill go hack to the House,
It is just discovered that the celebrated
where it will probably meet with little opposition.The law will be vigorously con- jellies from- New York State are made of
apple peelings, with a liberal quantity of
tested before the courts by saloon-keepers
glucose and coloring material.
of this city and others.

both

cases.

.

King Ludwig’s suicide cast a dehp gloom
Munich. The people were deeply attached to the King, and evidencesare
over

even where manifest of the popular sorrow,
caused by his tragic death.

nnd

twists out of the hall nud make it do
more than all the pitcherscombined. After
the Chicago game, which the Philadelphia
Club lost by Casey sending two men to
bases on c'alled halls, Ferguson said:
“When Casey found that he could not control the hall he should have tossed itund
let the batsman hit it, and taken chances
on the fielders handling it.” Ferguson
pitched the next day nnd bent Chicago 3 to
0, retiring Spalding’s

men

for three hits.

Three times in the game five halls were
called on him. Once the*e were no strikes
called. Ferguson just tossed the boll in,
and the batsman struck out. The second
time five balls were called and but one
strike on Kellv. Ferguson again tossed tfle
boll in, and Kelly hit up a puke fly to short
stop. The third time Anson was the victim. He hit at a slow ball nnd was caught
out by Andrews. If pitchers would trust
more to the fieldersand not give so many
bases on called balls, their own and their
club’s records would show an improvement.

Well, so

it

did; but

it

was, nevertheless,made

out of Japan straw, which is imported here
iu plaited bundles.

The wholesale nud reMacki-

tail dealers call this straw ‘Japan

naw.) to answer trade requirements,.

Japan straw is a good
he Mackinaw we used
retain its

color. In

all

Tho

article, hut, unlike
to boast, it will

not

New York there are

only three hnt firms which manufacturehats

from the genuine Mackinaw. These, of
course, are three fashionable, high-priced
dealers, nnd they will tell you that they

make very few of them. These hats are so
expensivethat people will not buy them,
nnd the trade is becoming less and less each
year. The Japan goods owe their prominence to the fact that they can bo imported

and

plaited at a cost lens

Mackinaw

than

that

or any other kind of goods

are plaitedin this country.”

of the
which

WILLIAM

H,

is from Indiana we believe ..... Miss Nina
Cady is here sick with the measels, ... A
one year old heifer of Mr. Koomen was

ROGERS, Editor.

ROBDOffi RLOOD

uuaurou pouuas per square men auer oekilled by the cars last week.... Mr. PalK laid. The material and workmanship of pipe
-ad
castings
to be first-class
and satisfactory to
mer and family, including his step-daugh‘ Synod's Doings.
19, 1886.
the Board of Water Commissioners.
ter Nellie Caster, came here from Grand
PKCUICATIOKa roa LATINO CAST IRON PIP*.
The Synod of the Reformed Church Rapids, last week to visit their relatives,
Laying of pipe to includefurnishing of lead,
The semi-centennialof the admission held in New Brunswick, N. J. adjourned the Irish family, and som^ friendi ..... yarn,
and all tools ond other materials;also setof Michigan to the Union was celebrated last week Friday afternoon. Consider- Miss G. E. Merritt has gone back to Grand ting of specialcastings,gate, gate box and making
Haven.. -...School has commenced again, connectionswith well and the presentsnetion
at Lansing on last Tuesday.
able time was spent-on a "church quarrel” Miss Pierce having recovered her health. pipe, and completingthe laying so as to stand a
beln* laid8811™ 175 P°un^8 Pcr *<r>areinch after
. .The frame for the new store is to Be
at Philadelphia. All the committees reIce cream, soda water, strawberries,
raised this week ..... Mr. Jas. Dteou, teleAlfplpe and special castingsto be laid deep
ported. The following is the result of
picnics, excursions, straw hats, sunburnt
graph operator at Johnsvlile, with his enough to allow four feet cover, when a greater
d«pth Is requiredby the city, only actual cost
the statistics in the report on the State of
family were here over Sunday. .. .Mr. R. shall be charged
faces, torn garments,frogs, fleas, flies and
barged for
forth
the
----------extra wwk. ’ The city
•
reReligion: Classis, 34; Churches, 536, a D. Bacon, who has been clerk for a num- serves the right to change the route by giving nomosquitos are the events now due. How
gain of 11; Ministers502, a gain of 1; ber of years here for Mr. Geo. CJokey, tice to the contractor before the pipe is delivered
lovely is the summer.
originallydesignated, or trenches dug. or afteralso the American Express Agent and as
Candidates, 0; families,40,400, a gain of
wards by paying for any work done and expense
—
Notary Public, says he is going to try to of removing pipe to where It is to be laid.
List of letters remaining in the post- 755; received on certificate, 4,719, a gain get employment elsewhere. .. .The West
The packing to be good hemp, well twisted and
office at Holland, Mich., June 17, 1886: of 410; received on confession 4,219, again Olive Sunday school think of having a driven. Theleadtobeoffirstquadty. All Joints
to be at least one and one-halt inches deep and
Andrew C. Clark, Mr. Joseph Larrow, of 410; dismissed, 2,293; suspended,122; picnic at or near Mr. Names’s, June 23rd. flush with the bell after caulking.
All refuse pipe or other material to be removed
Invitation is extended to other neighborMr. John Moulton, Mr. U. S. Sullivan, died, 1,275; making the losses amount to
ing schools to be with us ____ A Baptist to such place in the city as the Board of Water
Commissionersmay directwithout extra comnenJohn F. Thompson. Miss Minnie Ten 3,690;
came ililU
into lUlS
this satlou.
0 leaving a net gain of 3,585; total I preacher. Mr. Monroe,
iviuuiuCywho
vi iju isUUii
25 years ago, has been to
Have, Jacob Van Dam, Mrs, C. J. Nig- number in communion, 83,037, showing a vicinity20 or 21)
The contractor to keep pipeing In order for at
gain of 948. Infants baptized, 4,008, a I tw.-.—
.......
“L " of months. He least 90 daxs after the water Is let lu.
Fruiti)ort*for
a number
gins
BPEctncAno.vron gate and gate uoxes
arrived back here on the 15th. When he
gain Of 8,311; adulis baptized,1,004, a , got off at tl)e depot be had ,0
e
Wm. Yerbrkk, P. M.
One six-inch gate, double disc bras# mounted.
Oue cast Iron adjustable gate box.
gain of 211; baptized non communicants,about the place, he being lost. He is so
Joseph H. Spires, who formerly was 29,895, an excess over last year of 1,475. old his memory does not serve him very
By order of the Board of Water Commissioners.
Geo. II . Sirr, Clerk.
landlord of the Cutler House, of Grand Two hundred churches have failed to re- u'e!** ^®said he was about 91 ..... We
Haven, will take charge of the new’ hotel

Rlim

Saturday, June

.

"

' ** **

-

-

port the number of

at Macatawa. Mr. Spires has been

to

*

eu

®

be finished and ready for the furniture. $231,075.05, an excess of $1,059.95, makMr. Spires is well known as a hotel man ing an average of $2.79 per communicant;
and

will

undoubtedly make his house a

for

•

G.

to our stock of

|

T
la.
Micb.

reading

'

gramme.
—

know.

Oration, Prof. Jacob J.
orange uty,

Board of Supervisors.

Van

Boots, Shoes,
nu especially large and stylishline

for the equalization of the Sta»e taxes
to consider matters pertaining

to the

New County Poor Building.The commit-

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

ic

connection with the Holland City Water
we aic ready to make

Works

for

putting In

of.'.

TER PIPES

Ladies’ & Gents’ Shoes.

for all parties desiring the

same

Ion and each of you arc hereby notifled that a

uZund

slbly attend, are stronglyurged to be

Notice to Builders and
Contractors of Water

Wilt

Call and See Us and Learn

fit

up residences for

Hot and Cold Water!

Our Prices.

and put lu

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,
All

van Duren bugs.,
1

be Popular Boot and Shoe

Etc.

kinds ol

Cisterns and Drive Wells

Der.iers.
put in and repaired.

Holland. Midi.. June 9.

1880.

10.

u.

Give us a call.
VAN LANDEGEND & KERKHOF,

Works.

Henry Boers, Sec'y.

teees appointed for the year are as follows:

CO., Prop«,,

NEW YORK,

street assessment district has been reported by

o'clock. All the graduates, who can pos

present.

Scaled proposals will be received by the

Holland, Mich.. June 19, 1885.
Board of Water Commissioners of the Ci'y
of Holland, Michigan, for the building ot
on
a well for Water Works and such oilier
Claims and Accounts— E. Thayer, G.
Ottawa
Station.
26th, 1875, The
work as may be necessary to connect well
Avery, G. F. Porter, A. Kronemeyer,
Shears.
We tire suffering for want of rain, with the Pumping Machinery of the Holland city Water Works, according to the
Equalization-W. Scott', J. Mastenbroek meadows are drying up rapidly.The pros-AT
was founded. It was the piofollowing specifications,
viz:
pect
for
half
a
crop
of
hay
at
present
G. J. Van Duren, R. Radeke, -- Wasson.
Poor— R. H. Pelton, E. Prulm, P. H would be flattering.... Frazier W. Head- GENERAL CONDITIONSTO BE OBSERVED AND neer of low-priced journalism
ley has commenced buildinghls new bouse
COMPLIED WITH BY BIDDERS.
McBride.
in the west.
the. first
and raising his barn for heavy stone unAll bids must conform to the requireRejected Taxes and Apportionment
derpining
Our patbma&ter has been ments of the specifications.
the controlling conviction of
J. W. Norrington, R. H. Pelton, G. J. using the force at his command in repairBids for laying pipe must include setVan Duren.
its
managers has been that a
ing the bad and dangerous places in the ting all necessary social castings, gate
Inaane— A. Kronemeyer, J. Danhof, E highways that belong to his road district and gate
“
should be
Thayer.
....Fred N. Waffle, who has been travelAll bids must be accompaniedwith a
cheap only in price; that its
County Buildlngs-E. Pruim, J. W. ing with Burr Robbins show since leaving bond of at least ten per cent of t!ie»niount
Holland,
has
just
returned.
..
.Au
un0 Brien, -- Shears.
of the bids, that in case the Bid is ac- news should be as fresh and
pleasant affair occurred last week which cepted the parties will enter into contract
Printing and 8tationery-G. Averv J
culminated In a law suit between E. 8. with the City of Holland within ten days complete, its editorial discusDanhof, P. H. McBride.
Barlow and Edwin Fellows.It originated after the acceptanceof such bid, aud give sion as able, and its general
Roads. Drains and Surveys— G. F. la a quarrel between three l.t le girl®, wl en
a satisfactorybond to said city that they
Porter, F. J. Fox, J. W. Norrington.
character as pure
opposite the home of Edwin Fellows on will furnish Hie material and do the work tone
On Wednesday the Board adjourned, their way home from school. The ages bid upon according to the specifications and healthful as its best and
and the Committeeon Poor visited the of the little girls would range from 10 to and contract.
highest-priced contemporary.
13 years, and they were the daughters of
The preliminarybonds attached to the
Poof Farm to inspect the farm and buildin tbo city, always on haad.
E. S. Barlow, Edwin Fellows and Nile proposal must iu all cases be correctly and This has been its ideal.
inga and to select a site for the new Poor Fletcher. Fellows being at work near by
tully executed and the suretb*-*must be
House. The Board was again in session took sides with the weaker party and satisfactoryto the Board of Water-Com- well it has succeeded in the
gave his neighbors girls a gentle shaking, missioners.
yesterday.
actual attainment of so high
for which Barlow brought suit before
Any
ambiguity in a proposal which a standard is best evidenced
Squire Fairbanks, of Holland, for assault
neatly done.
Children’s Day at the Methodist Church.
would render it liable to a double meanand battery. The jury awarded fine and
in
the
fact
that
it
reguing or any misunderstandingas to ii9 real
The General Conferenceot the Metho- costs, amounting to about $30 to defend- intent will be deemed eutfic,en'. cause for
NO. 40, EIGHTH STREET.
larly prints
sells over
ant, to which exceptionswere taken by
its rejection.
(list EpiscopalChurch has requestedthe
an appeal from their decision to a higher
No bids will lie received for material or 150,000 papers a day,— -a larE. HEROLD.
eo tire church to observe, the second Sun“Andrew.”
labor except by those win have had expeger
circulation
than
that
of
all
day in June as Children’s Day, at which
Lake Shore.
Holland, Mich., March 20, 1886.
rience in the work to he done.
a collectionis taken, the object of which
Price of well and price of all other work other Chicago dailies comQuite a quantity of lumber was picked
is to aid young men and women in prepar- up on the beach this week. Those who mentioned in hid to lie given separately, bined.
were fortunate enough to own a boat, as so that If the Board of Water Commission’
ing for the ministry and mission work.
era desire to increase or reduce the amount
it was so calm, went out in the lake and
And hence 22,490 Sunday Schools, witn gathered it in rafts. Some got as much of work to be done, the price of such in—Mover of
is
their 1,815,897 pupils, had their annual as three thousand feet. As there has been crease or reduction to be pro rato the
newspaper. It is not
grand time last Sunday; where, in the no blow lately it probably came from same as the price given in the bid.
The Board of Water Commissioners repartisan.
Neither is it a neumidst of fragrant flowers, and singing some water logged schooner ____ We have
another invasion by the salvation array. serving the right to increase or reduce as
birds, the nicely arranged program, contral. It is a paper of positive
The girl® seem to have lost their prestige. stated twenty-five per cent.
sisting of reading, declamations, and sing- Their meetings were devoid of interest
Any damage or expense that may occur
opinion, expressed without fear
ing engaged the time and attention of all and apparently not making much impres- from defectivepipe, special castings, or
sicn on the care-hardenedmembers of the gate, shall he paid for by the parties furn- or favor. It seeks the patronboth morning and evening. In Holland
church.... A dastardlynet of Incendiar- ishing the same.
age of people who love counI lave a quantity of good summer wood which
the church was beautifullydecorated with
All proposalsto be addressed to the
ism was committed at Ventura on the
I will deliver cheap. Orders may be left at the
ccdare, ferns, and flowers. "Welcome:” evening of DecorationDay. Some scoun- Clerk of the Board of Water Commission- try more than party.
Meat Market of J. Kulte.
in large letters, and many graceful ferns drel set fire to and destroyed the Advent ers of the City of Holland,Michigan, and
Church at that place. The structure was endorsed, proposals for Water Works.
was the first greeting as the people filed
The Board of Water Commissioners re
is the only
cent
of but slight value, but It was their place
OIVE
A
in, until there was no more room for of worship, and it is a pity that the per- serves the right to reject any or all bids.
paper
in
the
west
that
is a
Bids will be received until the Fifth day
them. Three high arches over the altar pelrators could not be discovered and
of July, 1886, at 7:30 p. m.
the Associated Holland, Mich., May 13. 1889. I. ALCUTT.
punished....
A
part
of
our
society
is
all
and orchestra reaching across the church,
l!-3m.
"torn up” oyer a horse trade. Mr.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR WELL
their ends resting upon posts of cedar enPress. It prints all the news.
Ploegsma accuses Mrs. Bert Boone of
The well to be sunk at men place as may be
twined with evergreens, bore upon their having deceived him, and has begun a designated by the Board of Water Commissioners, Sold by all news dealers at two cents per copy.
fronts,in purest white, upon a dark green replevin suit. Good judges of the horses w el! to be sixteen feel In diameter on inside of Mailed to any addreaa, postageprepaid, for six

-

Finance— W. Diekema, J. W. O’Brien,
Wasson, C. Den Herder, F. J. Fox.

OUT AROUND.

TEN YEARS AGO,

December

--
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by

SX.OO.

MILBURN &

BUFFALO,

WA

Toasts.
rr, ,

and

not bene“ted

PRICK,

Zinlcn,
^rl u-11 !orTbe11,??prHvin8,
• anTp^vpfinf
au. gra\ cling of West Twelfth Street special

Chronicles,lier J. Meulendyk,Fre- on£cuv c!
died KSoraw^Sd
The Board of Supervisors met in special mont,
that the Common Councilhas fixed uponTuesdav.
the 6th day of July, A D 1686, at 7:30 p. m . at
session at the Court House iu Grand
. ^0!9U10I> Council room In said Citv. as the
, ,,
, tiuie and place, when and where they will meet
Haven last Monday and was called to
1 he people of Holland and nil friends 'Vllil,lie Board of Assessorsto review said asorder by County Clerk Turner. The Board
of the College are cordially invited. There | border of the Common Council,
elected ^SupervisorCharles II. Clark as
Geo H. Sipp. City Clerk.
will be a business meeting of the Alumni
Chairman. The purpose of the meeting
on Wednesday morning, June 23rd, at 9

was

3

ESTIMATES

ETC. ETC.

KWf’

his 22nd, at 8 p. m. Tbc excise* will be of
almanacs.He is also the a popular character, and will be con ' .......
...... .
same man who wants fifteen line local ducted according to the following pro-l y-’^on, Hope College, Owners Unknown and
tlie City of Holland.
puffs in your paper, just to fill it up you
is

0

PLUMBING

1856,

The Alumni Association of Hope Col- Albert Zaidem"’ CorndiaV11 RaSnd^r* De
contains all the news about the* "Smug- iegc will hold 1.8 Annual Public MceUng ft'
gler’s Last Cruise” and while he is storing in the College Chapel on Tuesday, June 2r1A\f>I,u«Cer. John Pieters, G. J. Diekema. it.
mind with such useful information

SK

Store two doors west of the

being $11,958.41 less than last year; aver-

_

are authorized

Post Office,where we have added

age per communicant, $10,35. Total
To Simon De Boer, Evan Takken, Antonie
amount
of contributionsby the church, BoinvciiBe.Albert Hynink. Dirk Dirksen, Daniel
man who "gets more papers now than be
can read” and consequently has no use $1,091,404.78,which is less than last year, I Van d J'r K^Vaif Doelbn V'nke D^Vnl'i9
for his local paper. He takes the Family '‘W-4®.
____ _

his

New

who

gy the manufacturers to refund the price to any pur-

FOSTH),

Special Assessors Notice.
Clerks Office, June 7th,

K'iiA'ars

druggists,

\V;

to our

cro,5en down oondi-

nlnm0^8 ^8tm* WQUirlng 3

'

Editors arc well acquainted with the

wife

Honnf

We Have Moved

$ni! lulmtiscments.

congregationalpurposes, $859,429.73,

Journal, published at Portland, Maine. It

where

.

non-commimicantr. .'Vundayscb^o
being 338
than
Meeting, Preachgain
^30, Prayer Meeting Thursli

Catechumens, 29,897,
less
10:30, followed by Class
Chicago this week and made many pur- lastyear;
Sunday Schools,
of J
| \n£
^,ervi9e
laol j C»ii | tjulJUUj
cLUUU1o| 709,
Ui/| a
UI
,
chases that he will need at the hotel. By 37; total Sunday school scholars,90,535, a | ^ FvenillSthe latter part of next week the hotel will
gain -of 004. Benevolent contributions,

popular place to stop.

nease ?pls,n& from a tor.,inpure bl0°d. dls-

•SiSiLT?

1

I

rem^les The

warrants it cures every form

- ~

-

—

Nature's best

.

Traie

--

From

HERULD'S

—

box. ™

With Us!

cheap paper”

Honest Goods

Honest Prices!

and

BEST

m

SHOE

How

Repairing promptly and

now

and

court.

ALCOTT,
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an INDEPEND-

—

ENT

GENERAL BRAYING.
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WE

TRIAL

member of

back-ground the impressive mottoes:
"God is Love,” "Children’s Day,” “Jesus
Saves.” Upon a bank of dark moss in
front of, and encircling the altar, we read
"Suffer the Children to

Come

unto Me,”

beautifully arranged with moss of lighter

jgreen. Back of the altar in pyramidal
form were ferns and pots of flowers, with

many

vaaei of cut flowers, while upon the

top of the archca aud altar, on tables and
bracketa, from the half opened moss rose
to

the beautifulwater

lily, were

such

a

profusion and variety of flowers, so artist-

ically arranged that the committee decided to

engage a photographer to

pre-

serve the picture for the albums of all who
deaire it. The cedar trees, the festooned

vines, the lemps, the organ, the large
evergreen cross all engaged attention

in dispute thinks if both horses were sold
they might bring enough to pay the costs
in a justice’s court . .A petition is being
circulated asking the Highway Comraiaaioner to establish a highway on the
section line between sections 22, 27, 24
and 25, which would make a straight road
from the head of the Big Bayou to Van
Dyk’s mill. The road is much needed.
We could then avoid the sand hill on the
quarter line, and for those living south
near Black Lake it would save a mile of
travel wheif going to the city.... Wheat
ftiaao uccm
ram, but
urn corn
cor
and grass
needs rain,
is just
"getting there” this hot weather. . .Hunlinndreds of maple trees were planted along
the highways this spring, and in a few
years in addition tc the beneficialeffects
on the temperature, we iball have some
of the pleasantestdrives in the country.
.

.

.

.

"Free Lance ”

West Olive.
Mr. R. T. Cedy has returned from
Moscow bringing a nephew with him.

while the baptisms, readings, declamations The former’s sister is here visiting.

She

curb and sixteen feet deep, the depth to be measured Irom the average surface of ground where
the well is sunk, to the bottom of the shoe. The
curb to be at least twelve Inches thick, of good
hard brick laid In cement. A shoe of iron or
wood, or part of Iron and part of wood, to be built
sufficiently solid aud firm to hold the curb rigid
and prevent the same from cracking in case clay,
boulders, or other obstructions,are met with. A
sufficient number of Iron bolts to be fastened to
the shoe and going up through the curb to prevent any cracking of the curb in case the sand or
earth washes from under the shoe.

Each bidder to furnish with bis bid a detailed
drawing showing plan of well and shoe, also fastenings, so as to enable the Board of Water Commissioners to fully understand his plan of con-

dollars per year, or for a shorter term at rate of
per month. AddressVictor F. Lawson,
PubUsher The DAILY NEWS, ui Fifth Ave..
CHICAGO, ILL.
fifty cents

The

CHICAGO

NEWS —

WEEKLY

8 pages, 64

columns

—is the largest dollar weekly
in America.
THE LEONARD
Cleanabli, with Movable Finer Solid Ash,
Carved and Ornament-

struction.
SPECIFICATION FOR CAST IRON WATER PIPE

About 192

AND

ed, Triple Walled.
Charcoal Filled and
Metal Lined, making

SPECIAL CASTINGS.
feet of six Inch pipe, one easy six-

inch bend, and one six-inch elbow. All pipe to
remedies. »nd hu giren
qe cast vertical in dry sand moulds, the pipe to be
shnoit universal utuOcuniform in thickness, straightand cylindrical,and
l-IURPHY BROS..
not less than alze specifiedinside.Pipe to weigh
thirty-two pounds per foot. All pipe to be in
lengths of twelve feet exclnslve of bells;to hsve
the publicsad now ranks
bells three Inches hng,' All pipe to be tested to
*®oog the leading Medicinesof the oildom.
three hundred pound* under the usail hammer
A. L. SMITH.
test. Special castings to be gnsranteodto stand
a pressure of three hundred pounds. AU pipe and
special castings to bo properly coated wltn asphalSo,p%toSiPl'
tic lacquer. No allowance will be made for any
For sale at the drug stere of H. Walsh

—

.

Five Walls in all. Solid
Iron Shelves and AirTight Locks. Great variety. For flunllles,grocers
and hntela Prices low.

For Sale

R.

by

Ranters k Sons

[ornoiAb.]

Common

1776*7; Henry Eckford has more

Coonoil.

ers of the

Alphabet,"to

“Wond-

New Perfection Refrigerator,

relate; and'there

Prepared

The Best in the World!

are sketches and poems by E. P. Roe,
Holland, Mich., Jane 15, 1666.
Is constructedupon purely scientific
The Common Connell met in regular session who contributestwo dog stories, Helen principles and perserves the originalflavor
Notice.
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Gray Cone, C. F. Holder, Mary A. Lath- of each kind of food because the air is State or Michigan,ls,
Present: Mayor McBride. Aid. Ter Vree, Do
Ottawa Cocntt.
De Merell, De Roo, Bteketee, Bertsch, and the bury, Laura E. Richards, Edith M. Thom- kept dry and pure by the Patent Perfected At a aeislon of the probate court for the County
!
System of ventilation; also the best and
Clerk. :
as and others.
of Ottawa, holden at the ProbateOffice, lu the
latest
Improved
Lawn
Mower,
the
only
Reading of the minutessuspended.
City of Grand Haven, in said county, on Tuesday,
mower that will cut narrow borders and the nwtdayof June. In the year one thouiaud
The lollowlng bill were presentedfor payment:
Hope College Commencement.
close to walls at E. VAN DER VEEN’S eight hundred and eighty six. Present, Charles
John Benekema,4 hoars work on B. R. H.
E. Soule, Judge of Probate. In the matter of the
bridge and filing saws for Street Commissioner,
The
Commencement
Exercises of Hope Hardware Store. Latest Improved Lawn estateof Robert B. Beet, deceased. On reading
81.50; M. Beukema, boat for StreetCommissioner,
Rake. Try
i8-4t and filing the petition, duly verified, of Addle Best,
75c; Boot & Kramer, paid five poor orders, $15.00; College, for 1880, will take place as folwidow of said deceased, representing that said
J. B. Van Oort, nails, bolts, etc., 83.22; J. De
Robert B. Best, iatc of Holland In said county,
Feyter, Charles Odell, Roelof Astra, specialpolice lows:
Go to Mrs. D. Mi Gee & Co. for your lately died therein, Intestate,leaving estate to be
June 8th each, 82.00.— Allowed and warrants orSunday, June 20th. At 7:80 p, in. in millinery. Hate sold so cheap that all administered and praying that Jan De Vries may
dered issued on the City Treasurer for the several
be appointed administrator thereof. Thereupon ft Have secured the agency for the celebrated
amounts.
Hope Church, the Baccalaureate sermon, can afford to pay for skilled labor in trlm- Is
ordered, that Saturday,the Twenty-tixth
The Committee on Streets and Bridges request- by Rev. R. H. Steele, D. D. of Anu Arbor, ining. As heretofore, lining and elastic
are furnished
I7_tf day of Jane next, at eleven o’clock In the
ed farther time in which to report on the purchase
forenoon, bo assigned for the hearing of said petiof a gravel pit and the opening of Sixth street.— Mich.
tion, aud that the heirs at law of said deceased,
Request grauted.
Sale.
Monday, June 21st. At 2:30 p. m., in
and all other persons Interested in said estate,are
The Committee on Poor reported presenting the
required to appear at a session of said Court, then
The building on Eighth street, now oc- to be holden ntthe Probate Office In the city of
semi-monthlyreport of the Director of the Poor the College Chapel, the Rhetorical Exerand said Committee,recommending $34.50 for the
cupied by R. A. Hunt as a saloon will be Grand Haven in said county, aud show cause, If
cises of the Grammar School.
eunpor; of the poor for the three weeks ending
snid cheap and on easy terms. Inquire of any there be, why the prayer of the petitioner
July 7th, 1856, and having extended temporary
At 7:30 p. m., iu the Third Church, the
should not be granted; aud It is further ordered,
Mrs. E. Kruisenga.
aid to the amount of 821 00 — Adopted ana warthat said petltlnocrgive notice to the persons inrants ordered issued on the City Treasurer for the Inaugurationof Prof. Charles Scott, D.
The local painters here claim It to be
terestediu said estate,of the pendency of said peseveral amounts as recommended.
tition, aud the hearing thereof by cansiug a copy of
D., as president of the College.
the best they have ever used. Do
Notice to
The special Committee on grounds for water
this order to be publishedIn the Holland City
not buy any other before you
Tuesday, June 22nd. At 10:30 a. m.,
works purposes, and sites, for new engine house
N'ews,
a newspaperprinted and circulated In said
Applications to teach in the Holland
have examined It.
and Jail and gasoline storage, reportedprogress
county
of Ottawa, for three successive weeks prein the College Library, the regular annual Public Schools will be received by the
and asked for further time.— Granted.
vious to said day of hearing.
The following bill having been approvedby the meeting of the Council of Hope College. Board of Education until 7:30 p. m., FriCHAS E. SOULE,
Board of Water Commissioners was certifiedto This body convenesspecially at 7 o’clock, day, June 25, 1880.
A true copy, (Attest.)
Judge of Probate.
the Common Council for payment: John Strope,
O. E. Yates. Secretary.
days work on water works, 811.87.—Allowed p. ra., on the day before.
Holland, Mich., June 11, 1880. 19-3t.
and a warrant ordered issued ou the City TreasAt 7:30 p. m., in the College Chapel,
urer for the amount.
Wo guarantee our Ready Made Colors tc
The Board of Water Commissionersreported to the annual meeting of the Alumni.
be made of two-thirds Strictly Pure WlilU
Brushes !
the Common Council for their approval, several
Lead aud one-thirdBest Selected Zinc
Painters, Calciminers and all others
Wednesday, June 23rd. At 7:30 p. m.
amendments to the Rules and Regulationsfor
ground in Pure Linseed Oil, and the nec'
supply of water from the Holland City Water iu Hope Church, the commencement.
using Brushes should recollect that my
Works, and to the Rules and Regulationsfor the
essary colors to give them the desired tlnl
stock Is the largest, the best, and the
Government of Plumbers and bchedulc of Water
The examinationsof the undergraduate cheapest stock iu this part of the State.
only.
Rates.
classes will begin on Wednesday, June Call and see at the drug store of
If found to contain any adulteration,
On motion of Aid. Do Roo the amendmentsas
the seller is authorized to return tin
19
Dr. W. VAN PUTTEN.
submittedwere adopted.
10, at 8:30 a. m. and be contiuued for
money to the purchaser.
The Board of Assessors reported special assess- three days.
ment roll for the improvement,grading and gravel
The true remedy has at last been dis-- ATExaminations for admission will be covered. It is Golden Seal Bitters. It is
iug of West Twelfth btrect, special street
assessmentdistrict.— Accepted.
held ou Monday, June 21, at 10:30 a m. to be found at your drug store. It makes
„
R. KANTERS & SONS.
Aid. Bangs here appearetf and took his seat.
Holland, Mich., May 20, UJ80.
Charles Scott, Presidsnl. wonderful cures. Use it uow. It will
Ou motion of Aid. Ter Vree,—
Holland, Mich., May 31, 1SSG.
cure you. It is the secret of health.
Resolved, That the special assessment roll of
West Twelfth Street, special street assessment
Inauguration of the President of Hope
district reportedto the Council by the Board of
103 Monroe St.! Grand Rapids,
Special Assessors be filed in the office of the Cltv
College.
$oiuls.
Clerk, and numbered. That the City Clerk be diEQUAL TO THE BEST MADE IN THE CITY.
rected to cause a notice of the filingof the same
The Inaugurationol Rey. Charles Scott,
to be printed in the Holland Cut News for two
weeks, and that Tuesday,the Gih day of July, A
D lS$ti.at ?;30 p. m. be Set as the time w hen the D. D., as President of Hope College will
Detroit, Kadrioac 1 Haquette Railroad,
Common Council and Board of Assessorswill take place on Monday, June 21, at 7:30
SPECIAL RATES TO CLOBS. CLASSES, ETC.
meet to review the assessment. -Adopted.
"Mackinaw Short Line”
p. m., in the Third Reformed Church of
On motion of Aid. Bangs thejuatter of appointThe only Direct Route between the East and the
Holland, Mich.
ing a president pro (on of the Common Council
Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
all
was taken Irom the table
EnlargingThe
following will be the order or exerTIME
TABLE.
EAST.
On motion of Aid. Stek >tee the appointment
WEST.
Taking Effect
finREAD DOWN.
was made by ballot. Aid De Roo being appointed cises on that occasion:—
DEAD CP.

Probate

Paints

it!

-free.
-

ttA.l&MLA.'Bj

Building For

Prepared Paints.

H-3m.

Teachers.

GUARANTEE.

$3.00
Buys One Dozen

mEw

tun

2t.

,

Jackson’s Gallery,

--

HUNTLEY,

JAS.

&til

_

kinds of buildings,

Dec. 23. 1K{?3.

president pro tern.

The President of the Council of Hope

Council adjourned.

Geo. H.Sirr, CliyCierk

The charge to the President will be
Holland, Mich., June 7, 1SSG.
Board met iu regular session. No given by Rev. John S. Joralmon, of Nor
quorum present and adjourned to June 11. wood Park, HI., alter which the President
will deliver his Inaugural Address.
Holland, Mich., June 11, 1880.
Board met pursuant to adjournment.
D. Broek,
Brest. Steffensiu chair.

Present: InspectorsBeach, De Roo,
McBride, Harringtonand Yates.
Minutes of last meeting read and approved.
Committee ou Building and Repairs
were grauted further time to report on
ventilation and heating.
Visiting Committee reported verbally.
The Secretary was authorized to advertise iu Holland City News for Teachers
until June 25.
The following bills were allowed: E. J.
Harrington $5.32: Kremers & Bangs
$4 35; E. Winter 80cts; J. Neuwalt
$2.75; Mrs. De Merell $10 50; Yates &
Kane $4.50; W. W. Noble $23.
Prest. Steffensand lus. Beach were appointed ns a committee of Investigation
into matter of the Traas child's reported
whipping.
O. E. Yates, Secy.

-

-

How

to

—

lO.OOpm
+9.10am

iT'

r 5
No. 4.

AM.

M.

1)..

No. 2

No.

R. R.

If you wif.h to drive the boys from the
farm, send them out to cut green wood

the back door, aud tell them they
faust get up at five o’clock and make

from it. Send them out to milk
by lantern light, in the dead of winter,
a fire

7.25

8.31 **
8.11 “
.. St.Ignace4
7.45 “
IftMack. G y 3 Lv 7.00 “
.....

815

when the cold winds are blowing

Palms .....
Moran .....

.....

7.40

9.00

The June number of

R.

l-

»'

1

••

if

Lippincott’s

Monthly Magazine is largely devoted

the labor

to

question. Mr. Fred Perry

Powers foreseesthe coming of

“The

In-

dustrial Republic,''under which the labor-

ing classes will get
fruits of their

He

a larger share of the

labor than they do now.

looks upon the present troubles as

necessary attendants upon even the most
orderly social revolutions.There
cause for alarm. -

The

are no doubt doing

a great

and some wrong

no

labor agllatura

many unwise

things, but we Inherit

our political libertiesfrom

the same might

is

tie

men

said. The

of

whom

come of the struggle will be beneficialto
all There are also many other iniercst-

—

Benton Harbor

JUST LOOK THESE OVER.

------

Franklin is the frontispiece and

“UnpublishedLetters of
Benjamin Franklin,” edited by the Hon.

several pages of

John Bigelow, add

to the literary interest

Improvement Is 'he order of ihe day in
Refrigeratorsas in other tliiuzs. We can
prove it by the Leonard Re'ngerator for
sale at R. Earners k Sons.

is the

m.
9 00
11 83
12 30
1 43
2 00
8 03
a.

........
Bufia'o....
Benton Harbor..
Bangor ..........
Grand Junction.
Holland ........
Chicaj-)

New

p

m

p.m. ptm.ia. m.
3 30
5 35
6 27
7 10
7 23
8 15

p.m

Good Result in Every

M

Exp. Exp. Exp.

Case.

p.m p.m. a.m. a.m. p
r

subject of the war papers

number, the

ra.

.

..

and Suarpsburg’'--ihelatter being the been saved by
Confederate name for Antietam; Colonel Trial bottles
Store.
Henry Kyd Douglas, of Jackson’s staff,
relates

this wonderful Discovery.
free at II Walsh’s Dm.*

Machine

anecdotes of “Stonewall Jackson

Lard, Boiled and all kinds of Machine
in Maryland;” and Charles Carleton Coffin
Oils for sale at greatly reduced prices at
the war correspondent,describes “Scenes
the drug store of
at Anlietoin.'’
19

J.

T.

Iru.vbrldge's

new

2t.

Dr. W.

boy nature. “Little Lord Fnuntleroy,’’is

More people are poisoned by foul Re iteratorsthan bv sewer gas. By the Leonard Dry air llefrigerat .rs with movable
flues, fnr cleanliness,aud all d inger will
be removed. For sale oy R Kunten &
i

Sons.

a much longer installment
Prepared Paints!
than last month
tnd we are told that
D..n t forget that (he best and clieu„.
how young noblemen learned to ride, and PreparedPaints in the city can be pi
Dr. W. VAJi PUTTER'S.
many other iifteresiing items about him. cured

•contluued in

at

The story of George Washington1l

MU.tfcEUU.N To HOLLAND.
p. m. p. m. p.m a.m. p.rm.
Muskegon. 3rd street 1 40 2 03 7
8 SO 10 10

M

Ferrvsburg .......... 2 05 72 27 7 82 9 17
Grand Haven ....... 2 10 12 32 7 33 9 22
Holland ...........
3 0 ): 1 20 8 10 I 0 03

10 43

p.m
Holland....
Fillmore. .
Hamilton .
Allegan....

3

03

320

330
4

03

a.

BolUud .......

Office and Shop on River street,
near the corner of Tenth street,

Du E. C. West's Nibtx and Brain TdiatMxnt. a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dim.
neea. Convulsions, Fits, Norroua Neuralgia,
Headache,Nervous Prostration caused by the use
of alcohol or tobacco. Wakefulness,Mental Depression, Softening of the Brain resulting in inwnity and loading to misery, decay and death,
PreraaturoOld Ago, BarronneM, Lost of power
in either aox. Involuntary Lowes and Sporraatonhcea caused byovor-oxortion
of thobraln.solfabuse or ovor-indulgonco.Eoch box contains
one month’s treatment $1.00 a box, or six boxes
for £5.00, sent by mail- wapaidon receipt of price.

WE GUABANTEE SIX BOXES

F.

ttixy yuauuovui I/UA waibbeu Huutuiiiro w to*
fund the money if the treatment doe* not efbot
A cure. Guaranteesissued only by

O. WEST & CO.,
862 W. MADISON 8T., CHICAGO, ILLS.,

JOHN

C H

URU

H

27,

HUNTLEY.

1888.

Van Eaalte
—
—

A.

C.

Proprlelor

of

Livery and Sale Stable,

MARKET

vvuk*

STREET.

Hacks for Weddings, Private
Parties and Receptions.

Bole Prop’s West’s Liver Pilla.

TBE FINE BLOODED NORMAN
STALLIONS

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FURERALS.

Marcus and Dick

The Best

BOOJSTIE,
During
Season
J8H0,

Livery in the City.

GIVE ME A CALL!

Will be at the Bale Stable of

HI.

the

These horses are

of

jet

A. C.

VAN RAALTE.

Holland,Mich., April

black, as were their ances-

tors; tbey have a fine pedigree and are as yet but

1,

1886.

O lyr,

Mortgage Sale.

having been made In the conditions of a
two years and ton months old. This Is their first certain mortgage from lede Glaa to Edward J.
BarrluKton, dated September twentv-slxtb. 1883,
season. They are undoubtedlythe best Norman
recorded October twenty-fifth,1888, In Regloter'a
stallionsIn this part of the country and! I uvite all Office, of Ottawa County. Michigan, liber 23 of
InterestedIn horses to call a”d look them over. It mortgage*, page 46 (which mortgage waa awlgned
by said Edward J. Harrington by assignment
will pay yon.
dated December eighteenth, 1883, to Charles StorH. BOONE, Proprietor.
ing, said assignmentwas recordedon December
Holland. Mich.. April 29.
13-tf.
twenty-fourth, 1883, In said Registers office, tn
liber 20 of mortgages,page 562). which default
was by failure to pay Interest due on September
twenty-sixth. 1883. ami said Interesthaving since
remained unpaid end in nrrear, said assignee hereby d'-clnres the whole amount of said mortgage
is going on In the stock of
diie and payable; and upon which mertgagethere
Is claimed due at this date seven hundred and
.
twenty-twodollars, and also six dollars and sevat the store of
enty-two cents for taxes paid by said assignee,
and no suit or proceedings having been Instituted
at law to recover the same, notice Is hereby given
that on July twenty-eighth, 1886. at one ©.clock In
the afternoon, said mortgagewill he foreclosed by
sale of the mortgagedpremises at pub lc auction
at the front door of the Ottawa CouMtv Court
House, Grand Haven, Michigan,to pav amount
due on said mortgage, with Interest and foreclosure
costs, said premises being the north half of the
north east quarterof Section twenty three, in
Skirts,
Town six. north of Range sixteen west. In Ottawa
County, Michigan.
Etc., in
Dated April 29, 1886.
Dcfftilt

Dry Goods & Groceries

B.

Diess Goods, Table Linens,
Hosiery, White Goods,
endless variety.

CHARLES STORING,
A full and complete line of

Assignee of Mortgage.
J.

C. POST,

Attorney. „

CROCKERY MM

and Sangatuck,

always on band.

AND DOUGLAS.
>

The Staunch and Fast 8‘eamer

ILL* 1 taMon^A^en

L

P*

CAPT. FRED MINIER,

Will run between Holland and SaugaThese lamps are a great im tuck daily, except Sunday, connecting
provement on all other lamps there with boats for Chicago.
The time of leaving Douglas it 7.00 a.
Doth as
quantity of oil m.. Saugituck 7.30, arriving in Hollaed
Leaving Holland at 8 p.
used and the amount of light At 9.45 s.
m„ arrivingin Snugatnck at 5.00, and
they give. Call and Douglas at 5.30 p. in,

m.

which
see

them.
Fare,

i

G.

JA8.
Holland, May

to

905 4 30 11 25]
9 87 5 03 It 15
943 5 18 12 80
10 05 580 1 00
p m.

Dally.

All

made and

furnished.

Needle Gas Lamp.

10 10
10 25
10 33
11 05

Mix
a.m. p.m. a.m.

.

Mouldings,

hi

FROM M.LRGAN TO HOLLAND.
Allegan ..... ...
Hamilton .......
Fillmore........

Hand Railing, Sash

Brackets, etc.

i?3^I have the agency in this city
for the celebrated
FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

t

Stairs.

Doors, Blinds,

p.m.

All other trains daily except Sunday.
rams run hy Central Standardtime.
Tickets to all points In the United States and
Peter Canada.

Lucky Stars are union made.
continued through the exciting events of Stekeiee & Co. 8>le
9-8m

agents

9 03
9 30

FROM

VAN PUTTEN.

serial,“The

Kelp-Gmher p>.” is the leading feature'of
4he June St. Nichohs. It is a story of
boy life .hi me Maine coast, with a t-irnng
flavor of adve-mure and a keen sense of

terrvsburg.i ....... 11 10 3 47 6 40 6 30
Muskegon . 3rd street II 43 4 1/ 7 15 7 10

t

Oils!

is Wealth!

Genuine Cyclone

in
D. A. Bradford, wholesalepaper dealer Holland ...........
3 05 8 15 14 45 10 031 5 45
3 13
4 56 10 20 1 5 55
illustrations referring of Chattanooga,Tenn., writes that lie was Zeeland .........
Grand Rapids .....
4 001 8 55 5 45 !1 001 G 85
mostly to the battle of Antietam, and seriously afflicted with a severe cold that
FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
settled on his lungs: had tried many n*
forming perhaps the richest pictorial conmedies without benefit. Being induced
a. m. p. m. ptui.ipra.
900 12 50 11 00 4 45
tribution yet made to the series. General to try Dr. King’s New Discoveryfor Con- Grand Rapids .....
Zeeland ..............9 V>
11 42 3 27
James Lingstreet’s reminiscences are sumption, did so and was entirely cured Holland ..............10 03 1 80, II 50 5 35
by
use of a few bottles. Since which time
covered by the title, “The Invasionof
from Holland to mumugon.
he has used it in bis family for all coughs
Maryland;”Geneial John G. Walker aud colds with best results. This is the Holland .............a m. p.m. a. in. p.m. p. in.
10 10 3 05 6 3ft 3 40
8 20
writes of the battles of “Harper's Ferry experience of thousandswhose lives have Grand Haven ....... 11 03 3 43 6 3i> 6 25 9 (O

this

Heal

1886.

9 55!
12 30 7
1 50 10 15
2 55j 1 43
3 17 2 55
I 35 3 20
a. m.lp. m.

from Holland to grand rapids
Man.

of the number. The Autletam cam*
paign

3 13' 2 33 12 00
New
2 35 4 03 3 55 2 35
Chicago ............. 5 43 6 401 7 00
p.m.lp.m.ia. m
1 27;

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

Mr. F. Bird particularly calls the atIn the June Century a finely engraved tention of the Public to his stock of Boys
drawing Irom Houdon’s bust of Benja- and Childrens suits go aud see him. 20- It

min

......
Buffalo ..........

Look Here!

iug articles.

done on short notice.

1

t

final out-

Planing and Re-sawing

RAPIDS.

4.05 '•
3.33 “
2.30 “
2 00 •*
12.05 “
11.00 “
10.80 “
8.15 “
7.42 “
7.00 “

••

Magazines. .

MONROE ST.. GRAND

ished and completed.

t5.80pm

\ ia M. C. or G.
through the cracks of the barn. Have
I. Roads
them drive the cattle to water and be
& Connections.
obliged to chop a hole in the ice in
9 30pm Lv Mack. C’y A 6 15am
SSSS
order to let them drink. Let them II sf 6 15am A
Bay City Lv 10 25pm
•-“.a E
carry water the year round up hill from fi = E C 7 40 Saginaw C’y
8 35 “
10 80 “
On. Rapids “ 5 05 “
a spring. H ve them turn the grind1 40pm
Kalamazoo “ 215 •*
stone for hours. Send them out to °*iU‘ 10 40am
Pt. Huron “ 4 10
552
= 10 50 **
Detroit '* 6 05
pull wool from the carcass of a sheep,
8 10pm
Buffalo “ 9 00am
when they have to hold the nose with
7 45 •Toronto ‘ 9 15 “
8 18am
one baud and pull with the other.
Montreal 8 00pm
2 20pm
Quebec “ 2 30 Make them do all the drudgery and
1 00am
New York - 6 00 “
disagreeablework found to be done on
2 S5pm
Boston v 3 00 **
a farm, giving the pleasant work to the
5 Express Trains Nos. 1 and 2 make close conhired man. Tell them there is no time
ncctlons with night trains from and to all Eastern
for fishing or hunting:. And when von
cen,r“1
have to come to your meals, when
A. WATSON,
E. \\. ALLEN,
everythingshould be pleasant, and yon
Gen'i Superintendent.
Gen. Pass. & Ticket Agt
should wear a smile on your face, cry
Marquette. Mich.
Marquette,Mich.
out and say: “We are going to have a
drouth, and we will have to o to the
Ohicaffo and West Michigan Railway.
poor house.” and “The sen -mi is so wet
that there will be a failure of crops,
Taklhg Effect Sunday, Hay 30, 1880
and I will not be able to pay my taxes.”
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
Fret and scold ai out everyti.ingthat
NPt
TOWNS.
does not go just right. These and
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.
other thinca that could he mentioned,
a.m. p.m. ptm. a. m
are driving the boys from the farm.
Holland ............. 10 20 1 3 ) 12 00 5 00
LouisvilleFarm and Firesi le.
Grand Junction ..... 11 37 1 2 18 1 15 8 05
Bangor .............. 11 57 2 80 1 33 9 20

l|f

VALUABLE

•ffi
No. 3.

1.

|

4.15 5.00 ••
5.50 “

and

PICTI RES and have them copied and
enlarged.Call and examine my work
whether you wish any done or not.
Remember the name and number

103

01am 1.40pm Lv Marq’ttel A 2 05pm
2-30 ..... Onota ..... 1.13 2 50
• • Au Train
12.45 “
L3.23
-..-M unislug .. 12.05 “
10.30 “
344
..KeedsboroS.. 11.47am
12.20pm 4.50
... .SeneyS ..... 10.40 ••
1.45 5.50
••• Dollarviile..
9.56 “
2.03 “
5.57
...Newberry... 9.50 •*

8.?5 •9.05 "
10.00 “

OLD

B! JACKSON’S GALLERY

+8.30am Lv Houghton A tT.GOpm
9.IU ••
.. L'Anse....
6.10
11.00 " ... Republic.... 5 2o “
12.10pm ..Ishpemlug... 3.50 “
12.25 “
.. Negaunoe. ..
3.38 “
3.00 “ A MarquetteLv 8.00 “

. s

t"

Drive Them.

===a

§?V

M. H. & 0. R.R.

1

Chairman of Com. of Arrangements,
Holland. Mich., Juue 4, 1880.

R. R.

tT.iSa mj Lv.. Calumet.. A
6.95 ••!
Hancock ____

f

preach the sermon.

ark, N. J., will

Brine in your

mineral

RANGE

College will preside.

Rev. W. J. R. Taylor. D. D.. of NewE:ard of Education.

Estimates given for

Copying and

**'

^

50c. Round

Trip,, 75c.

Goods delivered free of charge,
B.
Holland, June

14.

18$.°.

WYNHOFF.

made known
Captain.

Freight Rates
tion to

on applica17-tf.

T,

A 80N«3 AND A PRAYER.

»“

**

“Achille,did you speak any words aloud

when observing Effie and me, just the
minute before our parting kiss back

A

«ong for the girl we lovo—
God love her!
A >ong for the eyes with their tender wile,
And the fragrant month with its metying smile,
The rich brown tresses uncontrolled,
That clasp her neck with their teuderest hold
And the blossom lips and the dainty chin,
And the lily hand that we try to win.

yonder?”

t

/

"

“Yes— no I Once, perhaps, but of course
not. There was no one witn me. What do
yon mean?”
Achille had been startled, and was even

The girl we love—
God love her I

yet confused.

“You know

Effie’s

strange sleep- waking

power, and all that,” Joe went on. “Well,
A prayer for the girl we loved—
God lovo her!
at the moment I refer to, she repeated
A prayer for the eyes of faded light,
words that she professed to catch, syllable
And the cheek whose red rose waned to white,
And the quiet brow with ite shadow and gleam, by syllable, from your lips, in spite of the
separating distance.”
And the laehee drooped in a long deep dream,
And the small hands crossed for the churchyard
Achille burst into a nervous laugh.

'

rest,

And

—New

EFFIE’S STRANGE WARNING.
BY NATHAN D. UBNER.

On

a certain bright, deceitfully-wnrm
March morning, Joe Morford and Aohille
Dufftrge,professional “wolfers,uset out on
what was meant to be their last pelt-hnnt
of the season, from their homes in the quiet
but thrifty liltle Idaho settlement of Florence, bound for their distant wolfing district near the headwaters of the Snake
Eiver, among the wild spurs of the Bitter
Eoot Mountains.
They had hardly got clear of the settlement when Joe's sweetheart. Effie Sintram

—a

sweet and delicate girl, the belle of the
settlement, and better known as the Sutler’s Daughter— was seen on the last rise
of ground, waving her handkerchief with a
peremptoriness that no lover could resist.
“Wait for me, Achillc,"said Joe, a frankfaced young trapper who wore his heart on
his sleeve. “I’ll have to run back, and see
what she wants.”
Achille nodded with assumed carelessness, and drow rein beside the pack- mule
they owned in common, as though wholly
indifferentto his partner’s softnessin obeying the summons. But hardly had the
latter quitted his side before his black,
piercing eyes followed him with a malevolent glance, that at last rested on the reunited lovers with a burning and vengeful
intensitythat was not good to see.
Achillewas a French half-breed from the
Saskatchewan wilderness— a swarthy and
singularlyhandsome man of some years
Joe Morford's senior— who had made himself very popular among the female element of the territory, though of doubtful
antecedents and dangeroustemper.
“I didn't call you back merely for another
kiss, Joe,” said Effie, none the less tiptoeing for one as Joe hurriedlyput his powerful arm around her. “It was to tell you
that I'll keep on having my sleep- waking
dreams till you come back; so that you’d
better be on your good behavior while
gone.”
Joe's brow grew troubled.
“I wish you wouldn’t. Effie!” said he,
half-impatiently.
“The doctor says you’re
high-strung enough os it is; and you know
perfectly well that those trance-tits or

sleep-wakings leave you exhausted and
nervous.”
He alluded to strange conditions of clairvoyance, or second-sight, to which the
young girl had been subject in her childhood, and which, after years of healthful
discontinuance, had, to the no small disquiet of her father and friends, repossessed
her with increasedand oft-times startling
manifestations, so far as concerned their
realistic vividness and subsequentconfirmations,ever since her heart had passed out
of her keeping into that of honest Joe Morford, five or six months before the opening
of our story.
Effie smiled a little sadly.
“You talk as if 1 could altogetherhelp
it,” said she.
“But you can resist the spells to a certain
degree— so as to weaken both their intensity and their after effects. You have told
me so, darling.”
“I can, but shall not until after we are
made one at the altar. Joe, listen to me, I
dare not!” and there was a wild earnestness
in her voice and manner. “When has my
strange gift been at fault in following you
out and aw ay upon your perilous expeditions after the wolf-pelts?Never, and
you know it. Joe, I must still follow you
thus as long as that evil-hearted man,
Achille Dufarge. accompanies you. His
offer was the first I had— long before you
spoke your heart to me— and he has never
forgiven my rejectionof it. He will harm
me, if possible,through you. But I shall

be watching over you,

my

darling. My

mysterious inner and far- sight shall never
miss you at the merest hint of peril. Nay,
more; I feel that my gift shall attain new
power, new expression; that in the event of
dire misfortune,not alone my eyes, but
my voice as well, shall reach you, and you
shall hear me calling to you over the
weary leagues of mountain,valley, canon,
and morass! Oh, Joe, my beloved, my
precious one! it is more with soul than
with heart that I love you, and it is mv
soul that secs.”
Impressedagainst his will by the intensity of her words, he took her in his
arms and kissed her tenderly, even w hile

murmuring:
“Wild words, my darling— wild, though
sweet! I do not doubt a certain reality in
your gift, but you are wrong about poor
Achille— an ill-governed, passionate, but
true-hearted man!”
“You’re astray —astray! But wait!” She
drew him back a pace or two, and her eyes,
directed toward the distant half-breed, assumed a strained fixety, while her sweet
featuresgrew pale, abstractedand set. “He
is looking at us at this instant,” she continued, slowly, "and these muttered words
are escaping his compressedlips— I repeat
them syllable by syllable: Woe Morford,
beware! u clexercharice,a caprice, of den.
tiny against you, might mean that girln
lore and happiness for me!' There, that is

all.

Isn’t it

enough?”

she echo me as saying?”

“These words, muttered through your
compressedlips: Woe Morford, beware!
a clever chance, a caprice of destiny
against you, might mean that girl's love
and happiness forme.’ ”
Achille looked more startled than at first,
but his laugh was even louder and more

only gave way

“Le (liable! I give in, I’m crushed,” he
continued, banteringly.“Sorceress no less
than seeress,what can avail against your
wonderful Effie Sintram, the sutler’s
daughter?”
“No, no; but, joking apart, Achille, pray
tell me, honestly, if such words really did
or did not escape you?”
Achille was also, apparently, in earnest
now, and he held out his hand engagingly.

“They did not, pard, on my word of
honor!” said he, simply; “nor did such an
envious, unworthy thought as is expressed
by those words enter my head an instant.
I am above it, old fellow. Do you believe

'

v (y
•.wi

There really was an entire volley received, and as Joe sprang to his loop-hole,
a concerted rush was observable as preparing on the part of the savages.
At this instant the far-off,air-borne
voice, Efflo’s voice, rang out onde more,
soundingin Joe’s ears at least with clarion
distinctness:
“Be on your guard, Joe, be on your
guard !n it cried. “Beware of shots not from
without,but from within— not from in
front, but from behind! Oh, too late, too
late! Lost, lost!" And it died away in a
long, agonizing wail.
“Did you hear that strange cry just then,
Achille?” cried Joe, now greatly wrought
up. “Where are you? What causes all this

farge’omolives and designs was borne out
by the facts in the case almost to the very

BLOODSHED IN IRELAND.

lettef-.

Joe was carried back to the settlement,
so well was his return kept secret that Fierce Outbreaks of Orangemen and
he was well oh the road to recovery a few
Home-Enlera at Belfast
weeks later when Achille presented himself
at the old sutler’s house. He was clothed in
and Lnrgan.
rags and woe-begone in the extreme, and
was even permitted to spin out his fabrication in the presenceof a large audience Hotels Sacked and Bnrned— Rioters and
before being at last confronted by the deadPolicemen Shot Down— Nine
alive, and overwhelmed with confusion and
dismay.
People Killed.
His attempt at murder, however, could
not conveniently bo proved against him to
[Belfast (Ireland)dispatch.]
the satisfaction of a court of law; so he was
quietly permitted to disappear, after being
A mob of Orangemen made an attack
subjected to a little public expression of upon a tavern kept by a man named Duffy.
disesteem, which in this instance assumed
The police were promptly on the scene, and
the form of a coat of tar and feathers, and
an evanishmentfrom that particular corner after a stubborn contest,during which they
of Idaho by the unique fashion of eques- used their carbines, drove the mob away in
trianism known as riding on a rail.
disorder.The rioters reassembled with inJoe and Effie were married with great rejoicings before the close of the following creased strength and again attacked Duffy’s,

and

:

“I don't know,” replied the half-breed
from somewhere in the smoke. “And what
cry do you mean? I heard nothing, and—”
Here there was an oath, followed by the
words: “Mon Dieu! they’ve fired the horseshed. Look out for yourself,pard!”
Then a number of shots echoed around

the outer walls, quickly followed by an individual flash ami report from within
and Joe Morford was down with a ghastly
gunshot hole in his side.
Then the mrial voice swelled for the last
time upon his hearing, •'but only in a long,
expiring scream of intense and sympathetic anguish.
“I believe I’m done for,” growled Joe,
still masking the terrible suspicion that
filled his mind— the suspicion that Achille’s
bullet had purposely sought him out from
amid the smoke. “Perhaps,” and there
was a terrible sneer in his voice, “you didn’t
hear that cry either?”
Achille protested that ho had not with
unaffected sincerity, and made haste to
minister to his wounded partner; while the
smoke and steam, which turned out to have
been caused by the overturningof the
coffee pot on the live coals, gradually
cleared; and it also became evident that the
Spokanes,whether their attack had been a
sham or a reality, had taken themselves off,
at the instance of the Winchesters, most

merry month of May; and I am happy to
say that there has been no recurrence of the
pretty bride’s sleep -waking or clairvoyant
experiences since that eventfuland happy
day.

“

this time

_

overpoweringthe police and driv-

ing them from the place. In the
Chief of Police Carr

first

assault

was wounded. Ho

was carried away and now lies in a critical

condition.When the Orangemen returned
to the fight they were accompaniedby a

Japanese Homes.

It is getting to be very embarrassing,
large number of factorygirls, who goaded
this civilization,especially to women.
or shamed the men on to battle and formed
We are accumulating so much, our esa most dangerouselement.
tablishments are becoming so compliWhen the officers abandoned Duffy’s tho
cated, that daily life is an effort. There
mob at once took complete possession of
are too many “things. ” Our houses are
the tavern and it was thoroughly sacked.
getting to bo museums. A house now

,

All the taps and spiggots wero set running,

is a library, an art gallery, a bric-a-brac

warehouse, a crockery
store, combined. It is a great estab“Oh! of course!" But Joe could not forlishment run for the benefit of servants,
get Achille'sagitation,even while doping
plumbers, funrtce-men, grocers,tinkthe extended hand with hearty good will.
ers. Kegarded in one light, it is a very
W hy not? Think no more of it. Poor
Effie! she may be growing a little unbalinterestingplace, and in another,it ii
anced.”
an eleemosynaryinstitution.Wo are
They reached their little cabin, eighty likely.
accustomed to consider it a mark o
miles away, at the end of the third day,
An hour or two later, Joe Morford's sit- high civilization; that i$ to say, the
and good luck seemed to attend this, their uation was extremely precarious.Lying
more complicated and over-loaded we
last expedition, from the start.
helplessly in his bunk, he was bidding make our domestic lives, the more civilA heavy snow fell, just enough to make temporaryadieu to his uncertain partner,
ized wo regard ourselves. Now per
the coyotes hungry, and to nicely plant the
Achille Dufarge, who, after dressing his
sharp sticks, dressed with strychnine- comrade’s frightful wound to the best of haps wo are on the wrong track altopoisoned bear or elk meat, set after the his ability, was about setting out as hur- gether. Perhaps the way to high civilmost approved fashion of wolf-catching; riedly as his own injury would permit to ization is toward simplicity and disen
and, after this, it cleared off good and cold,
obtain needed provisionsand medicines tanglement, so that the human beiiq
rendering long-distance travelingon snow- from a cache, or secret storage- place, five will be less a slave to his surrounding
shoes effective and agreeable, and enabling miles distant, there chancingto be none of
and impedimenta, and have more leis
them to set their baits, or traps, and es- either on hand in the cabin.
ure for his own cultivation and enjoy
tablishtheir caches over a wide extent of
To add to the gravity of the situation, ment. Perhaps life on much simple!
wilderness; while the Indians, troublesome another great snow-storm was setting in.
terms than wo now carry it on witt
enough at the beginning of -the season,
“Good-bye, and God speed your return,
were only conspicuous by their absence.
Achille!" said Joe, with difficulty would be on a really higher plane. We
It was the custom of these two wolfers
controlling a shudder while submitting have been looking at some pictures o:
to meet at their cabin at the end of every to the parting hand-shake.“I shall Japanese dwellings, interiors. How
third day, bringing in such pelts as had
doubtless die anyway of this accursed simple they are! how little furniture or
been collected.. Then, after spending a Indian bullet; but the misery or adornment ! how few “things” to earn
night and day in each other's company, comparativesolace of my last moments
for and be anxious about! Now the
chiefly devoted to preparingthe skins for
will depend on your getting back to me Japanese are a very ancient people.
market, they would again separate, to make within ten hours at the furthest. Old felI hey are people of high breeding,
their lonely rounds among the baiting low. I would not die here alone!"
polish, refinement.They are in some
grounds in different directions.
“Morbleu! that you shall not, my tried
But at the end of three weeks, after five comrade, while the breath remains in my respects like the Chinese, who have
profitablecollectionshad been made, the body!" cried the handsome half-breed, passed through ages and cycles of exgood luck suddenly changed to worse.
with hypocriticalearnestness.“Ten hours? perience,worn out about all the pl>;Joe, having reached home first, was pre- I shall return inside of six, or per- losophiesand religions then on, and
paring the coffee over the cabin tire, w hen ish in the snows.”
come out on the other side of overvsuddenly a voice, Effie Sintram’s voice,
He passed out cheerfully in the storm, thing. They have learned to take
was heard callingto him.
leaving a good tire on the hearth, fuel
Greatly startled, he ran out of the cabin, within the sufferer'sreach, and a lamp things rather easily, not to fret, and to
get on without a great many encumwhich occupied a bare knoll commanding burning.
brances that we still wearily carry
a wide, uninterrupted view on every side,
“The murderous hound!" muttered Joe
and looked eagerly around, without peralong.
When we look at the Japanese
to himself. “Self-preservationalone preceiving Effie or anyone else in sight.
houses and at their comparatively
vented my charging him with his treachery.
Yet still the beloved voice kept on callIf he does not return, I am lost. Oh, if * I simple life, are we warrantedin saying
ing to him from out of the bosoming discould but hear my Effle's spirit-voiceonce that they are behind us in civilization?
tance and from due southwest, directly
more, to cheer me in this terrible suspense! Mayit not be true that they have lived
from the point of Effie Sintram’s home*,
And how odd it was that AchiUe should through all our experience,and come
eighty miles away,- and presently he distinhave been deaf to it! for I know his super- down to an easy modus vivendi? They
guished these words of warning:
stitious terror would have been overpowermay have had their bric-a-bracperiod,
“Joe, Joe Morford! beicare.Achillc is
ing, had it been otherwise."
only self- wounded, and the Spokanes,
their over-loaded-establishment age,
But Joe was also deaf to it thereafter,
while seeming to attack you, are really
their various measles stages of civilizafor it came no more; and neither did
his confederates."
tion, before they reached a conditionin
Achille return.
He shook off the superstitious feeling
Hours and days passed, and Joe Morford which life is a comparatively simple
that momentarilypossessed him, and then,
felt assured that he had been either heart- affair. This thought must strike any
feeling assured that it was nothing less
lessly left to starve and suffer to dea h one who sees the present Japanese craze
than Effie’s inner voice, or spirit-vigilance,
alone in the wilderness, or that the half- in this country. For, instead of adoptthat had reached him across the waste, as
breed had in reality perished in the snows; ing the Japanese simplicity in our
an attendant pf her clairvoyant wakefulthough the former supposition, in view of
dwellings,we are adding the Japanese
ness, he again took a survey of his surpast developments,was the more likely of
roundingsfor an explanation of the warn- the two.
eccentricities to our other accumulaing.
At last, one sunshiny morning,when the tions of odds and ends from all creJust then Achille’s trained pony, housed snows were fast disappearing, Joe man- ation, and increasing the incongruity
up with Joe's and the pack-mule in a shed aged to crawl to and open the cabin door. and the complication of our daily life.
communicating with the cabin, sent forth
He was wasted almost to a skeleton; What a helpless being is the housewife
the mysterious whinny that it was accus- death was impatiently waiting for him, it
in the midst of her treasures! The
tomed to give at its master's approach. An seemed.
Drawer has had occasion to speak lately
instant later Achille himself appeared on
He crushed a handful of snow upon his
the rough snowy trail, half a mile away. fevered lips, and threw a straining glance of the recent enthusiasm in this country
for the “cultivationof the mind.” It
He seemed to move on his snow-shoeswith over the tracklesswaste.
difficulty, and made signs of distress.
“Oh, if I might but hear it once again!" has become almost a fashion. Clubs
Joe hurriedly buckled on his own snow- he cried in his desolateness.“That voice, are formed for this express purpose.
shoes, and was soon at his partner’s side. that voice! The voice of my sweetheart, But what chance is there for it in the
Achille’sleft leg was bandaged below the Effie Sintram!”
increasing anxieties of our more and
knee, and he was unwontedly excited. He
Hark! what was that? A shout from far more involved andgpverloaded domestic
was, moreover, without his customary below— a nearer and ringing cry— and yet
life? Suppose we have clubs— Japanpackage of wolf-skins.
another!
ese clubs they might be called— for the
“The Spokanes!"he hurriedlyexclaimed.
Was it delirium? No; those were real
“They ambuscaded and wounded mo two shapes, rescuing human shapes, toiling up simplification of our dwellings and for
miles back in Splint Canon! They are toward him through the snow. And getting rid of much of our embarrasscoming for us! Hurry up! We cannot be that was Effie’s voice— not her air- ing menage!— Charles Dudley Warner,
prepared for them too soon.”
borne phantom voice, the voice of her in liar per' s Magazine.
With the mysterious warning, thus partly sleep-wakingabnormity, but her own clear
verified, still haunting his mind, Joe Mor- natural and girlish tones— and he hears it
Claude Lorraine’sPupil.
ford said little in reply, but assisted his again, nearer, at his very side; lie sees her
There is one anecdote told of Claude
companion to the hut, and systematically beloved image, he is in her arms, her sobs
which shows his quiet nature more than
made everything snug for the threatened and laughs are mingling melodiously in
any other circumstanceof which we
attack.
his oars, her grateful tears are raining on
know. He had hut a single pupil in all
It was now about sunset.
his wasted face!
is life. This was a poor cripple
Achille had in the meantime done nothAll is well once more. Joe has not

me?”

shop,

a furniture
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and everybody was invited to help himself
accordingto his taste. All the bands of
liquor found in stock were earned into tho
street, lifted up high and let fall until they
broke and'liberatedtheir contents.All tho
furniture was carriedout, piled in thqicenter of tho roadway,and burned in ii bonfire to furnish tho rioters light during their
debauch. Men, youths, and girls drank
until they fell helpless in tho gutters, tho
girls acting with greater fury during the
earlier stages of the orgy than tho men.
The noise, the profanity, and tho disorder

wero

terrible.

Tho mob ended its work

by firing tho

tavern itself, and it burned to the ground.
Then tho stronger men, who had become
infuriated and overpoweredby their potations, ran through tho streets, wrecking
and pillaging wherever they went, and increasing their following the further they
proceeded. These rioters, after a while,
congregated around tho police stationand
stoned tho i>olice until they were tired.
They then marched down to another tavern.
Tho police hastened thither in advance and
attempted to protect tho property, but they
were overpowered and driven away. Tho
mob, left in possession, treated the tavern
as they had treated Duffy’s— turned on all
the taps, broke the full barrelsin tho street,
made a bonfire of tho furniture,and finally
set fire to tho building.
Tho police returned, and this time got
tho better for a time of tho mob, whose
ranks wero depleted by the scores who had
fallen away in drunkenness, and extinguished the flames before they could gain
control of tho structure. But the officers
wero unable to drive the rioters from the
locality, and they remained and dominated
it until looming. During tho rowdyism of
tho night Mr. Gladstoneand Mr. Parnell
wero both burned in effigy, and a dummy
corpse labeled “homo rule” was cremated.
The rioting was renewed hero this evening and the riot act was again read. The
mob increased in size and began throwing
stones at the police. Tho latter fired, killing four persons. The mob returnedthe
fire and a brisk fusilladewas kept up for
twenty minutes. Tho mob drove a force ot
150 policemeninto the barracks and thep
attacked the buildings,firing revolvers and
throwing stones at the doors and windows.
The police fired, killing five p?rsons.Several Protestant clergymentried to disperse
tho mob, but their efforts were unavailing.
During the riots one hundred houses
were wTecked. After sacking tho hotels
many Orangmen reeled through the streets
shonting “To h— 1 with tho Pope!” Twentyfive policemen were hnrt.

Two men named Hart and Mason were
arrestedfor the murder of Thomas Gallagher, who was shot dead during tho rioting
at Lnrgan. Gallagher was *n well-known
local simpleton. He waved an Orange
sash in the face of a home-rulemob during
an incessantfire between that mob and
its Orange enemies. During tho riot
the situationat one time became so desperate that Mr. Mathers,a local Orange
leader, publicly declared that unless the
authorities did their duty ho and a thousand armed Orarigemenwould take charge 4
of the town. Mathers was on the point of
carrying out his threat when tho military
appeared.
An infernal machine, consisting of a jar
filled with a black substanceand some
clock-work,was thrown last night against
the door of a Protestant house in Lurgan
and exploded in the doorway. Arthur and
Andrew Donnelly, leading Catholic merchants, have been arrested at Lurgan on
tho charge of firing from their windows. A
mob wanted to lynch tho prisoners and
stoned the police. It wos finally dispersed
at the point of the bayonet.

DROWNED HER

SON.

l*i

ing but groan with pain.
“Now let’s have a look at that leg of
yours,” said Joe; and, in spite of Achille’s
entreatiesto be careful, he summarily nnbandaged the injured limb, and examined it.

“Why, it’s nothing but a gunshot flesh
wound!” said he, contemptuously. “What
are you up to, Achille? Both of us have
had worse hurts without playing baby.”
“Perhaps the bullet was poisoned,” suggested Achille; “at all events it bums like
fury.”
Joe also noticed that the bullet had been

'

to her sobs w hen her lover revolvers,we ought to

was well out of hearing.
Joe said not a word,

iT*

—

scoffing.

• She was her bright, natural self again;
fired almost perpendicularly downand a smile of incredulitycame into her ward, which considerablystrengthlover’s face.
ened the air-borne accusation of its
“Why, Effie, do be reasonable!” said he. having been self-inflicted;but he said
“Achille is fully five furlongs distant, and nothing, and, a few moments later, the
telephonic communicationis as yet denied threatened Indian attack took place.
you.”
“I might also ask what’s up with you,
She laughed, too, and was solely lover- Joe?" said Achille,after a few shots had
like as she threw her arms about him for been fired from the two loop-holes, and rethe final embrace.
turned. “You don’t seem to care a conti“If you don’t give over doubting me; I nenlal about these bloodthirstydevils.”
shall some day love you to death!” she
“Bloodthirstyfiddlesticks!” said Joe.
cried. “Good-bye, Joe, Joe, dear Joe! “There’s not more than a baker’s dozen of
And forget nothing I have said— remember the beggarly Spokanes, with no more than
every
v
five or six old battered army muskets
There was a shower of kisses, and she among ’em. With our Winchestersand

word!”

•

“Mon Dieu! I am frightened,” said he,
in mock alarm. “Tell me, Joe; what did smoke and steam?”

the flowers dead on her sweet dead breast,

The girl we loved—
God loved her!
OrleansTimes- Democrat.

,

’em.”

whip a regiment of

quite overstepped the thresholdof recovery,
and the best of physicians, the kindest of
neighbors are there to assist the sweet
feminine hands that soothe his pillow.
All is gradually explained to him. The
butler’s daughter had seen all his peril up
to the treacherous shot that had laid her
lover low; had seen it vividly in her sleepwaking trance,and out of that had her sympathetic voice called its warnings to the
beset soul that was dearest, nearest to her
own. But, with the final catastrophe, the
treacherous shot, her trance hod snapped
its mystic chord in that last long anguished
wail, and a dreamless sleep, lasting for
three days, had supervened; after Which
she had secretlyenlistedthe physician and
several neighbors in the rescuing expedition that had just terminated so fortunately,
so providentially;her father in the meantime treasuring the secret at home, in order
to entrap the envious and murderous halfbreed to his reckoning.
For nothing had as yet been heard of
Achille; though there was little doubt that
he was but biding his time to reappear at the settlement, with his
semi -fabricationof death for his comrade,
untold hardships for himself, and, doubt
less, with a future claim upon Effie’shand
and affectionson the score of gratitude for
what he would profess to hate tried to db
for her ill-starred lover.

named Giovanni Domenico. Claude
remembered with

so much gratitude all
that Agostino Tassi had done for him

A Vermont Mother’s Unnatural Crime.
[Stanford (Vt.) special.

j

Mrs. William Sloan has for

several

bestow like benefits months been extremely jealous of her husupon another. Domenico was bright in
band, and the affairs of tho family have
mind though deformed in body; he
learned rapidly, and for twenty-five been the topic of conversation among the
villagers. Mr. Sloan returned from work
years remained in Claude's studio, and
at an early hour last evening. His fourthat he wished to

was well know n in all the city.. When
he was 40 years old, some of his 'piaster’s enemies persuaded him to claim
that he had executed the best pictures
which Claude had sold as his ow n. Domenico left the master’s studio and demanded a salary for all the years ho
had passed there. It is difticuft to imagine the grief this must have been to
Claude ; he would not, however, contend with one whom he had loved, and
he gave Domenico the sum for which
he ftsked. The traitor died soon after,
and reaped no happiness from the fruits
of his wickedness. The falsehood of
his claim was shown to the w orld by
the fact that Claude painted his best
picturesafter Domenico had left him.—
Clara Erskine Clement, in 67. Nicho-

las.-
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and neither -^Look out, though!” cried Achille,peerdid hik associatewolfer, for many minutes ing out excitedly. “They’re creeping up
A cabefcl estimate shows that only
after continuing their way together. At all in a bunch, 'and— There! what did I
Strange as it may sound tm the telling, 919,000 pianos have been made in the
last the former said:
tell you?”
this fanciful programme of Achille Du- United States since 1780.

year-old boy, who alwftys met him at the
door, failed to do so. On going into the
house he inqnired for his son, and his wife
said she had sent the boy on an errand.
His long delay resulted in a general
search for the child, whoso lifelessbody
was found in a ditch. The body was removed to the house and laid at the feet of
Mrs. Sloan. She did fact show any signs
of emotion or surprise,and merely said it

served her husband right to inflictsuch a
punishment ‘on him. The cool way in
which she took the matter, and the fact that
shh had refused to join in tho search, led
the neighbors to believe that she had committed the mnrder. A constable took her
in custody and shortly after being locked
np she confessed bavingdrowned the child.
Her only reason for doing so was, as she
said, to spite her husband. The shock has
made Mr. Sloan insane.

The Savannah News says that the real
reason why Southern men wear their hair
long is to keep the son from tanning their
neckr

r**

IN OPIUM EATER’S STORY.
When you

Crawling Over Red-Hot Bars of Iron in His
Fearful Frenzy— A ScientificInvestigation and Its Kesuits.
Cincinnati Timet-Star.
“Opium or death!*
Tins brief sentonoe was ftiriy hissed into
the ear of a prominent druggiston Vino street
by a person who, a few years ago well off, is
to-day a hopeless wreck.
One can scarcely realize the sufferings of an
opium victim. l3e Quincey has vividly portrayed it But who can fitly describe the joy
of the rescued victim?
H. C. Wilson, of Lovelatid,0., formerly
with March, Harwood A Co., manufacturing
chemists of 8t Louis, and of the well-known
firm of H. C. Wilson A Co., chemists,formerly
of this city, gave our reporter yesterdaya bit
of thrilling personal experience in this line.
“I have crawled over red hot bars of iron
and ooals of lire," he rfhid, “in my agony during an opium frenzy. The very thought of my
sufferingsfreezes my blood and chills my
bones. I was then eating over 80 grains of
opium daily.”
“How did you contract the habit?”
“Excessive business cares broke me down
and my doctor prescribedopium! That is the
way nine-tenthsof cases commdhco. When I
determined to stop, however, I found I could
.

'not do

it.

“You may bo surprised to know,” ho said,
“that two-fifths of the slaves of morphine and
opium aro physicians. Many of these I met
We studied our cases carefully.Wo found
out what the organs were in which the appetite was developed and sustained;that no victim was free from a demoralized condition of
tlieso organs; that the hope of a cure depended
entirely upon the degree of vigor whieh tvitld
be imparted to them. I have seen patients,
while undergoing treatment,compelled to resort to opium again to deaden the horrible
pain in those organs. I marvel how I ever
escaued.”
“Do you mean to say, Mr. Wilson, that you
havo conquered the habit?”
“Indeed I havo.”
“Do you object to telling mo how?”
“No, sir. Studying the matter with several
opium-eating physicians, wo became satisfied
that the appetite for opium was located in the
kidneys and liver. Our next object was to find
a specificfor restoring those organs to health.
The physicians, much against their code, addressed their attention to a certain remedy and
became thoroughly convinced on its scientific
merits alone that it was the only one that could
ho relied upon in every case of ’disordered kidneys and liver. I thereupon began using it
and, supplementing it with my own special
treatment finallygot fully over the habit. I
may say that tho most important part of tho
treatmentis to get those orgaus first into good
working condition, for in them the appetite
originates and is sustained, and in them over
ninety per cent of all other human ailments
originate.

“For the last seven years this position has
been taken by tho proprietors of that remedy,
and finally it is becoming an acknowledged scientifictruth among tho medical profession;
many of them, however, do not openly acknowledge it, and yet, knowing they havo no
other scientificspec. lie, their code not allowing
them to use it, they buy it upon the quiet and

viait

Important
or leave Now York
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can accomplish this result but Warner’s safe
enro.”
“Have others tried your treatment?”
“Yes, sir, many; and all who havo followed
it fully havo recovered. Several of them who
did not first treat their kidneys and liver for
six or eight weeks, as I advised them, completely failed. This form of treatmentis always insistedupon for all patients, whether
treated by mail or at tho Loveland Opium Institute,and supplemented by our special private treatment,u always cures."

Mr. Wilson stands very high wherever
known. His experienceis only another proof
of the wonderful and conceded power of Warner’s safe cure overall diseases of the kidneys,
liver,
blood,
diseases
cause 1 by derangementsof these organa
that it is very Haltering to tho proprietorsof Warner's safe cure
that it lias receivedtho highest medical indorsement, and, after persistent study, it is admitted by scientists that there is nothing in
materia modica for tho restoration of those
groat organs that canals it in power. We
take pleasure in publishing the above statements coining from so reliable a source as Mr.

and

and the

Wo may say

Wilson and confirmingby personalexperience
what wo have lime an I again published in our
columns. Wo also extend to the proprietors
our hearty congratulations on the results

wrought

The Army

of the Revo!

u

lion.

It is n»t positively known how many
men from the colonies served in the
war of tho revolution. The oflicial

New Hampshire

............

:

..............12,497

MaHsachusetta ............................
00,907
Khode Island ..............................
6,908

Human Life In Rutwia.
On the Russian frontier it once happened that an officerwas playing at
caids with a friend, when a Jew was

TIRED OUT!
;£3T
SPERRY
IB

eueiybody everywhere who has

Oh, wad some power the giftie gie ns.
To see ourselves as ithers see us."

smuggle himself into the RusFew women want to appear sick, and yet
sian Empire without proper vise of his how many we see with pain writtenon every
feature,who have bo.*n suffering for months
passport.The sentinel on guard ar- from female weakness, and who could easily
rested him and reported to the officer. cine themselves by tho use of Dr. Pierce's
“All right,” said he. Hours afterward "Favorite Prescription."to be found at any
drug story. This remedy is a specific for
wea< backs, nervous or neuralgicpains, and
do with the Jew. The Captain, fnrious all that class of diseasesknown us "femalo
at being interrupted, shouted, “Why, complaints." Illustrated, largo troatiseon
— — tho Jew ! Hang him !” The Cap- diseases of women, with most successful
courses of self-treatment,sent for 10 cents
tain went on playing until the morning,
in stump*. Address,World's Dispensary
when, suddenly remembering the pris- Medical Association,603 Main street,Bufoner, he called the soldier anil said, falo, N. Y.
“Bring in the Jew.” “The Jew!” said
You may crowd, you may jam the streetthe amazed soldier; “but I hanged him, car if you will, but^ there’s room for one

as you ordered.” “What!” said the
Captain, “you have committed murder.” He arrested him, and tho judgment— death— went up to the Emperor.
Inquiring,before signing so serious a
document, and learning how matters
stood, the Emperor decided that the
soldier who, without reasoning, had
implicitly obeyed so extraordinary an
order of his superior, was to be made a
Corporal; that tho officer who, while
on duty, for the sake of gambling had
given the murderous order, was to bo
sent to Siberia, and that his pay was
to go to tho family of the poor Jew
who had been so iniquitouslymurdered.
Kluirp PangK Athwart the Forehead,
And in tho muscles of tho neck and shoulder,
usually most violent alter nightfall,are among
tho cheerfulmanifestations of neuralgiaIt is
an affectionof tho nerve intensified by n cold.
Repose, bringingwith it a cessation of pain, is
induced by Hostetler's Stomach Bitters,which
is a fine nerve tonic and tranquilizer.
It is also
a reliable means of checking rheumatism and
gout. These maladies have always more or
less to do with the kidneys that, when inactive,
fail to throw off the impuritieswhich engender
them. The Bitters can be relied upon to renew
a healthy and purifyingaction of the renal
organs. Besides this, it gives tone to tho
stomach, liver, and bowels, and enriclreR the
circulation. A; petite and sleep both profit by
it, and it is a well accredited means of fortifying
the system against malaria. It hastensthe recovery of strength by convalescents, mitigates
tho infirmitiesof age, and helps the constitu-

A poor man
house which

more on

THROAT,
A umww

IT
“I have uaed Brown* Iron BitUrs for

Iowa, tayi:

lhi£

that ao

many overtaskedmotherajnfferwith."

.......

When h Chatham street merchant charges
$17 for a cout that costs $2.5(1, he offers it
regardless of cost.

"I

BITES

ft

FORTUKEW^S^ISl
es

•»• keoAd Ure »•«. ewof

la

Ma

a

rich neighbor had

usurped ; he held his deeds and documents to prove his right, but his more
powerful opponent hail provided a
number of witnesses to invalidate
them; and to support their evidence
more effeitually he presented the cadi
with a bag containingfive hundred ducats. When the cause came to be heard
the poor man told his story and produced his writings, but wanted that
most essentialanil only valid proof,
witnesses. The other, provided with
witnesses, laid his whole stress on
them and on bis adversary’s defect in
law, who could produce none ; he therefore urged the cadi to give sentence in
his favor. After the most pressing solicitationsthe judge calmly drew from
under his seat the bag of five hundred
ducats, which the rich man had given
him as a bribe, saying to him very
gravely: “You have been mistaken in
this suit, for if the poor man could
bring no witnesses in confirmation of
his right I can produce five hundred.”
He then threw him the bag with reproach and indignation, and finally decreed the house to the poor plaintiff.

Earth in Need

!

Aim, to II eta. U paeUft sUmp
e*4 a a met ef |«m Srok Afeata,*•*#••

ITCH.”

TO A FRIEND
who

“HOUGH ON CATARRH”

PILES.

’

Orlando Snell, 132 Ford

corns, bunions, 15o.

F. P. Coggeshall, Bookseller, ZoteI havo been taking Ayer’s Bar-,
sapnrllla for an impurity of tho blood, *
which manifestsitself iu troublesome
Bolls nnd Eruptions, and can truly *ay
that I havo never found any medicine ao .
prompt and certain in curative effect. It .
has done me great good.

WELL’S HAIR HAL8AM,
gray, restores to original color. An elegant
dressing,softens and lieautifies.No oil nor
grease. A Tonic Restorative.Stops hair coming out; strengthens, cleanses, heals scalp, 50c.

start the bile, relievethe bilious stomach, thick,
aching head and overloadedbowels. Small granules, small dose, big ro.-mlte, pleasant in operation, don’t disturb tlie stomach.25c.

Leandf.r J. McDonald, Soley St., *
Charlestown, Mass., testifies: One year*
ngo I suffered greatly from Boils and Car-*
bunclcs,nnd for nearly two months waa
unable to work. A druggist advised me
to take Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, which I pur-,
chased. After taking two bottles of this
medicine I was entirely cured, and have
remained well ever since.

Lost Faith In Physicians.
There arc innumerable im>t«uceHwhere cures have
been effected by ScoviLL'a Hakhai-aiulua,or Blood
and Liver Hyrup, for all diMiwcs of the blood,when
they had been given over by their physicians. It ia
one of the beht remedies ever offered to the public,
and as it is prepared with the greatest care as a specific for certain diseases, it is no wonder that it should
be morl effectual than hastily written and laHlessly
prepared prescriptions.Take this medicine for all
dlaordcrsarising from Impure blood. It is endorsed
by leading professionalmen.

Copyrighted.

For

all

diseases originating in Impure blood take

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer ft Co., Lowell, Maia. Bold by Drugglita. Price $1; aix bottlas, $5.

SUCKERS

How’s
PV$H

Your Liver?

Knit* fMinla* UlllfM Don’t wa«t« ronr moner on a gum or
itlasipfd
«ltb th» abort i**biM)lulflyu'>ir/r
anil K/ndrsoor,aud

_

ft A. P Lacky. Patent
Attorney*, Waitliingtoii.R.C.

R.H.

SEN

IiiRtmctioiiH
and opinion*
4bT 17 year#' experience.

KJtaUloi, tu. A|,0U Mil

PATENTS
FUKK.

aa to patentability

When the
torpid the Bow-

healthy Liver.

OPIUM

JONES

lies
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d Sram Box fo
Tare Stan and

in the stomach undigested, poisoning the
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a feeling of lassi-

KrtrrattReal*.For frre price till
’h. nientlaathl* paper and addreta
JONIS If IININAMTONi

V

BINGHAMTON. N.

V.

tude, despondencyand
nervousness indicate how

$10 to

is de-

A

ranged. Simmons Liver

DAY

City

agency known on earth.
It acts with extraordinary power and efficacy.
NCVCR BEEN DISAPPOINTED.

For

Headache. Toothache. Weakness or Pain in the Back,
Fifty

cenU perl

TWENTY YEARS
N,

Db.
tor

Radwat ft Co.

:

IN USE!

hate used your Ready Relief

year.
I

»

"Put Up"

city,

only

many year* In my family with great effect For

the lot. twenty

part

**

to

of the body. Your
r Pilla
Filial
are indeed <

you:
67Eaat

DR.

RADWAT

* CO., N.

T.,

ftWi^ofIW^8Ar«y^RanBartwUrt

at the Gault

Hous<£

The businois man or tourist will find firstclass accommodations at tho low price of |2
and 12.50 per day at the- Gablt House, Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison streets.This
far-famed hotel ifi located ill tho center of the

toe^Ujnan Dgpot

Hoyt A Gates,

CARR &

MEXICAN

LINIMENT.

offer to HBd' Umir **febrafe<WWWAio
Belt*
and Electric Applianceson thirty days’ trial to
any man afflictedwith Nervoua. Debility, Lqes
of Vitality, Manhood, etc. Illustrated pamphlets in aealod enreldpcsvithtall particulars,
mailed free. Write them at once.

Mass.

MICE’S
^LIQUIDEVERYTHING
GLUE
1MEND8

Wood, Leather Pawr.Irory.Olsis,
iChlna,Furniture.Bric-a-Brnc, Ac.
Strong as Iron, Solid as a Bock.
1 The total quantitytold daring tbs
it tire year* amounted toorar

V

.

lUSLHUm
l

Cats*

dealer *a

i

rag

aid Scalds,
Stings and Bit ca, Gate and Dralaes,
Sprains & Stitches,
Csntractcd Muscles,
Stiff Jslnts,

Sores and Galls,

Backache,

Eraptlsna, ___

Sprains, Strains,
Sera Foot,

Frost Bites,

Stiffness,

a. Cracks,
Screw Worn, Grab,
Foot Rot, Hoof All,
Lameness,
Swlnny, Founders,1

Stav

the merits of
ten day*
reallre

ft"1

Airis sun uua/ i mict. m acMiuivaj,
me jnraillng
.the
nearly gone, the atrensthincreased,
andL,
Land
appetite
good. We art constantlycuring cases
atemdcases of long atand-
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i

______
mad#

tSgumberof

and the p

^

amphlet, containingtgatimonlala,
questions,
If you o
postage: °

PONSUJPTION.
lUadlaj here keen cired..ladeed,
I nd«»,i . > o strang I* m,

H
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talueffleeey.tmtlwm
send TWO SorrltS
fAMTASM
leg ttber wllh S VAMTASMTII
ATIS9 on this 41m
teaaysaffarer ilveexmiseandr. O. addr a*.
I. bukTu*
M, 111 raerllh, Mew Yevk.
,

I

Expert*
quick enres. Trial Packages. Consultation and Books by Mall FREE. Address

Dr.

WARD A

nnd an externaldlgeaaea, and every hurt or accident.

CO., Louisiana.Mo.

B

For fsneraluse in family,stable and stock-yard,U is

THK BEST OF ALL

LINIMENTS

C.N.U.

*0.95-0#

cs

’ample can
nidi RuuuCamurrCo.

-

H. GREEN db SONS,

Specialistsfor Thirteen Years
Tears Fast,
Fast
Have treated Drop*y and Its compllcattona with tbs

tonia are

...

A Mo»t Liberal offer l
Thx Voltaic Belt Co.. Marshall, Mich.,

DROPSY

I>It. II.

Js’zh
removed.

CO.,

MUSTANG

Proprietors.

t In tbe
tbs World. Get the genuine.KtBeat
ery
marifedFraaer’a. WILD EVERYWHERE!

Cure patientspronouncedhopeless by tbs best of
phyaicisns.
Jdans.
jin the first doss the symptoms rtpidli

LEG

]

AXLE GREASE.

eireular*

and price-lilt addreaa

teEiSTHML

RHEUMATISM, NEURALRIA,

l

refunded.

ASKS Y

. A peculiarity of stage banquets is the
great variety of supes.

and Merphlae Habit Cured In 10 to
SO day*. Uefer to UOO patient, cured
in all parte Dr. Karsh, Quincy, Mich.

teed or money

a healthy Liver than any

Jestown,

_____

Com-

binationWire aud Slat Feuee Machine,
the rheapent and beat Fence wade.
Every fanner need* one.
The Adjustable Reclining -Cli ar
Swing ia claimed to be superiorto any
iu market. A child four years old can
win'/ without pushingor a rope to pull by. Satisfaction guaran-

Ai

^

a Haw IlloatiaUS
olwau, and Mantle
da*. rreMOOHY.U**lasaU,(k

$20

made with a Gera

I

people to health and
happiness by giving them

a

,ii

blood; frequent headache

Regulator has been the
means of restoring more

10

FRAZER

and con-

the whole system

D

Erer Maie,

rubber eosL Tha FIBU BRAND RUCKER
will ketp you dry in the harden •torm,
TRAUK MARE.
A*k tor the "KI8II HKAND” rmckkk and take no other. If your storekeeperdo«i
ot have the'TiMi »KAgu”.s*nrt
fnr(1etrrli»liver*t*1»gii>i
to A ». TOWKK, M Rlmnioni Bt.. Bouton. Maw

Is the Oriental salutation,

knowing that good health
cannot exist without a

:

Low-

ell, says :

If

ensues

st.,

Mass., was terribly afflictedwith Cm^
bunclcson llio back of his neck. Ayer’s
SarsaparlllA cured the Carbuucles.aud has
kept him free from them.
ell,

?Rough on Toothache."Instant relief. 15a

the food

1

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

“Bongh on Rats” clears out Rate, Mice. 15a

stipated,

try

than to

No Opium in Pisa's Cure for Consumption.
Cures where other remedies full. 25o.

els are sluggish

from

Boils and Carbuncles,

suffer Piles ? Immediate relief and complete cure guaranteed.Ask for “Rough on Piles."
Kuro cure for itching,protruding, bleeding,or any
form of Piles. 50o. At Druggists' or Mailed.

or soft

is suffering

no better advice can be given f

Why

Liver is

Imitations.^

of

osamaM,

corrects offensive odors at once. Complete cure
of worst chronic cases; also unoqualeuas gargle
for diphtheria, sore throat, foul breath. S'.tc.

Loto’s first lesson in geography
“What is that, there?” asked his
teacher, placing a finger upon a certain
point on thq map.
“There?” said Loto. “Oh, a dirty

BOWEL COMPLAINTS

Beware

blains, itch, ivy poison, barber’s itch. 5Uc. jars.

of Water.

RELIEF

Fon Sale by all Medicine Dealers.

“Bough on Itch” cures skin humors, eruptions,
ring worm, tetter, salt rheum, frosted feet, chil-

“Bough on Corns, "hard

Ac.

Prices, 25c, 50c, and $1.00 per Bottle.

"ROUGH ON HILK” PILLS
in Turkey claimed a

ACHE, BURNS. FROST-

’

Habit, Quickly nnd Falnleaa*
cured < thotui*Corrcxpondenco
mnlclu'dand free trial of run- sent
hones. Investigators. Tni Hitmans
lUagDY Comi'amy, Lafayette,lad.

|

"ROUGH ON

APPLIED EXTERNALLY,
EFFECTIVE AND BEST
LINIMENT ON EARTH FOR CUBING

THE MOST

IS

ly

Soft, pliant,and glossy hair results from tho
use of Hairs Hair Iteuewer.

Ac.

SPRAINS, BRUISES, RHEUMATISM .NEURALGIA TOOTH.

...

Iron Bitter* with groat benefit,in fact never took
anythingthat did me aa much good.”
Genuine has above Trade Mark and croaeed rod linea
on wrapper. Take no other. Madeonlyby
BROWN CHEMICAL CO.. HALTIMOUK. MD.

Fon imparting tone and strength to tho
stomach,
i, fiver,
liver, and
an
bowels, take Ayer’s .
Pills.
‘

"ROUGH ON

rtete*
Ud

wan auffevinffrom liver complaint,
inch a
languid feeling and no
bo atrenath.
atrengu.I uied
uaed Brown
Brown’a

the vehicle still.

A coaIj dealer lays up treasures in heaven
when he goes out of his weigh to oblige a
poor widow.

WILL BE FOUND
FOB

IN THE. STOMACH. CHAMPA
SUMMER and BOWEL COMPLAINTS. BORE

READY

Throat, Bronchitis,Pleurisy,Stiff Neck, all Congeatioiinand Inflammations, whether of the Lungs, Kidneys or Bowels,

IT

a trial.

SUDDEN COLDS, CHILLS, PAINS

RADWAfS

soon cure* Colda, Sore

TAKEN INTERNALLY,

Rerif,

the sentinel again asked what he was to

A Response.

as Radway's Ready Relief.
It instantlyrelievesand

it

A NEVER FAILING CUBE

At a large and would-be fashionable
1037 Broadway
wedding, held in a town in this State,
Quincy,III.
the solemnity was rudely disturbed bv a
ever use any tiling one,
•er
eW, and have never
rather unexpected answer. The bride
been disappointed In the effect produced
It seems to be almost a perfect cure for al'
had entered on her uncle’s arm and
was met by the groom at the chancel. diseases of the Stomach and Bowels.
W. J. McElboy, Macon. Gf
LIST OP DISEASES
The uncle then returned aud took a A GENTS WANTED for the beat and fa*teHt-aelljfcWAYS
CURABLE BY USING
seat in the body of the house. All --.ing Pictorial
Hook* and Bible*. Price* reduced !B
- ..................
.
went well until the clergyman asked pey cent National Puuuhijino Co, Chicago, 111.
Yon r Newideaisr for THE CHICAGO
CURES THE WORST PAINS In from one to twenty the question : “Who giveth this wom•
LElKiEH,the Bkst Htohy Pafar
minutes. Notone hour stter reading this need any
n the country. Read it.
an
to
be
wedded
to
this
man
?”
He
one BUFFER WITH PAIN.
paused for an answer, and the uncle
TE
R A P H
mtoliuoM
rose; ami placing his hands on the pew
M fumUhed. Write ValentineBroa, Janeavllle, Wla.
It will In a few momenta,when t*ken according to in front of him, said, in accents louder
SCHOOL OK ECLECTIC
directione,core Cramps, Spasms, Hour Stomach,
Heartburn, Bick Headache, Bummer Complaiut. Diar- than are common at weddings, “Me.”—
Es
A*
mmm
—
—
Unlimited
('oiiree, $40. Bend for
rhea, Dysentery, Colic, Wind In the Bowels, and all
Boston Traveller.
rirdiUra.Positionsfurmidied.WN.
Clark at., Chicago.
other InternalFains. _ .,***,
op mrxiH Fusil*
OV AHIMAUf
fjncqualed— Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remand other Fevers, sided hrj Railway’*
_______________
Had way'* Pilla,
Pills, ao
so Q«l
quick
Rheamatian,
Scratches,
|
edy; "
KIDDER’S FASTI
mall. BtawfllAOfc

.

ever given

trying to

..................................
233,771

•

RECOMMENDED BY

Physicians, Ministers, Missionaries,Managers of Factories, Workshops, Plantations, Nurses in Hospitals— in short,

since he generally has something on foot.
"

DAVIS"®*

PAIN-KILLER

The man of indigenous bunions may be
said to be a person of great resources,

Connecticut ...............................
31,939
Now York .................................
17,781
New Jersey ................................
10,723 finger nail.”
Pennsylvania .............................
25,678
Delaware ..................................
2,380
Maryland ..................................
13,912
The only cough mixture before the people
Virginia ...................................
23,678 that contains no opiatesor narcoticsis Red
North Carolina ........................
... 7,263
South Carolina ............................6,417 Star Cough Cure. Piice, twenty-fivecents.
Georgia ....................................
2,679
Total

:

Grand

One among the many eminent church digtabular statement* indicatesa total of
nitaries who have given their public endorserecorded years of enlistment and not ^
ment to the wonderful efficacy of St. Jacobs
total of the men who served. Hence,
Oil, in case of rheumatismand other painful
a man who served from April 19, 1775, ailments, is the Bight Reverend Bishop
nntil tho formal cessation of hostilities, Gilmour,Cleveland, Ohio.
April 19, 17H3, counted as eight men
in the aggregate. On this basis of enlisted years, the following table gives
the contributionsof the various States :

[

the great Scotch author, suffered all bla life
baggage, oxpressa^e,ami |3 carriage hire, and with dyspepsia, which made bis life miserstop at the
Union Hotel, oppoaito able and caused his best and truest friends
nor a little pain because of his fretfulness.
Grand Central Depot
Dyspepsia generallyarises from diseases of
013 rooms, fitted np at a cost of one million tho liver, and as Dr. Pierce’s "Golden Medidollars, |1 and upwards per day. European cal Discovery" cures all diseases of this
plan. Elevator. Restaurantsuppliedwith the great gland, it follows that while all cannot
best Horse cars, stages, and elevatedrail- be Carlyles, even with dyspepsia, all can bo
road to all depots. Familiescan live better for free from the malady, while emulating his
less money at the Grand Union Hotel than at virtues.
any other first-classhotel in the city.

prescribe it in their own bottles.”
“As I said before, the opium and morphine
habits can never ho cured until the appetite for
them is routed out of tho kidneys ana liver. I tionally feeble.

have tried everything,—experimentedwith
everything,and as the result of my studies
and investigation, I can say I k now nothing

Carlyle,

City, save

W^Ssse^SST^^IPche^^Smra!
<

Church Items with the

Services for

To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at

We

9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,

PHOENIX

Defy Competition

and wish

to

aonpaoce that wo have

Cheap Cash

large

a

and carefullyselectedstock of

Store

!

at 7:30.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:90 a. m., and 7:80
Sunday school
at 12 m. Young People’s meeting at 6:80.
Rev. Thomas Walker .Tones. Pastor.
Congregationalsinging. Opening anthems
by the choir. Weekly praise and prayermeeting Thursday at 7:80 p.
All

MEN'S

p.m

BOTS

and

CLOTHING

The undersignedhas pnrehasid the store and
•lock of goods of M. Jonkman, on River street,
opposite the Phoenix Planing Mill, and will hereafter conduct the bnaineee. Ife baa a large stock of

!

Crockery,

m.

welcome.

are

Third Reformed

Church—

D.
Rroek, Pastor. Services at 9 :80 a. m., and
2 p.
Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, First fruits of the
Gospel in Europe ” Afternoon,“Christ’s
Kingdom not of this world.”

The Choicest and Best Pat-

m.

and Glassware,

terns put into Ready-Made
Clothing can be found at our
Store.

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2KX) p. m. Sunday school at 8:45. Subjects:Moroing,
“God the Father our Creator.” Afternoon, “Without Faith we cannot please
God.” Evening, Prayer meeting.

With hooeat and fair dealing he hopes to retain
all old enstomera of the store and obtain many
new ones.

WORN GOODS

NO SHOP

POWDER

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:80 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
Methodist EpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. m.
and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meetingat close of morning service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at 7:30 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
evening at 7 :80 p.m. All the seats are free.
Subjects:Morning, “True Religion.’*
Evening, “Paul on Mars Hill.”

All

New Goods and
of the Latest Styles.

York.
IF NOT

CALL AND SEE

3XT
BILLY'S

A Scientific Haircut, or
Invigorating Shampoo

DIAMONDS,

at

Ladles hair cleaned ar.d dressed in the latest

Gold and

Silver

u

Watches at Rea-

The largest assortment
H/ I -A. 2VI O 2ST

of

I

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE
you. s cmiwrrs.

also keep on hand a large assortment

Thli Cl jit wtU arove u reprwntMand will be tttenrtrelyadvenUed In rrery town for lire doaUrawho will
appreciatelu merit* and pub it acoordlngly.

BAMART

iddma

BR0&, Bole

•

13« Fifth Avenue,

Agent*,

CHICAGO.

ZEZirPiAZZj ASIby

spectacles
to be just as represented.
am prepared to do repnirirgand en
graving promptly and in the best manner
Come and examine our stock. No
trouble to show Goods.

G.

Men

Van

O.

Sons

Spring Stock of

their

Holland, Mich., May

>THE LIGHT

BREYMAN.
1834.

12,

RUNNINGS

for

^

Elm

Hosiery and Underwear.

SUMMER TOUR
p*1aos Bteamm
Jour Trips per

and White Goods.

New Spring Styles of Hats

Low Batts.

A. B.

And Ivery Week D*y Bstwssn

$EWING*MACHINE

A Full Stock

of Groceries.

VAN PUTTEN &

Holland, Mich., April

SONS.

Writs for OUT

PERFECT SATISFACTION
Net HoiSeiiif

v Contain* TnU Psrtlonliw.Malted

Detroit
C. D.

Made

Ga.

Dallas,

Tex,

San FrancUco,Cal.

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

WHITCOMB.

Qkn. Pass, aot.,

FLIEMAN Second-Hand

J.

FOM BALE RV

LADIES.

Manufacturesand

Meyer,

Bremer 4
DEALERS

Co.

IN

AND

CARPETS. ETC.

- -

Michigan.

sells

the

STOVES

BEST WAGONS

Furniture, Wall Paper,
Holland,

Has a large number of

7m.

DETROIT. MICH.

30 Union Square,N.Y. Chicago,IIL St. Louis, Mo.
•Atlanta,

&

Co.

—ORANGE, MASS.-

1836.

10,

Bosman

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND

HAS NO EQUAL.

Picturesque Maokliuo," llluitrafed.

A Card.

BUGGIES,
Which he

I

will sell cheap.

have recentlycommenced the manufactureof

50-6qj

To all who are sufferingfrom the errors
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak-

THAN EVER BEFORE!

m

ii
OILS.

eii,

We

make

will

prices

—

THE

dealer in

—

tha city ,
to

aid aell

U»m

at

pricea

Which

I will disposeof atthef lowest possible
figure*.

Work

am making

ALL KINDS OF OARS
They cannot be beat, and I make anythingin the
hardwood line.

Carriage
Call

to order.

And Secure Bargains.

and Wagon Painting SsCOHd-Hand

and See Me

before

GOO&S

Purchas-

ing Elsewhere,
J. FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich. March

Cemetery

CROWDING

As lep^t m

BUO-O-XES

,i.
All kinds of Building

DRUGS and MEDICINES

have on hand a lagre auortment of

I

made

&

Express Wagons,

I

MONUMENTS,

ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

Every Monday of this and next month We have not had one complsintof its peeling,
we will trim Hau for nothing. It is uncracking or chalking off.
derstood, as a matter of course, that the
necessary material is to be bought at our
While we are at present
place that day. We make tbii offer In
order to induce people to come in the
early part of the week: Friday and SaturTHE PAINT TRADE,
day being such busy days that it it imDo not forget that we still have ae complete
possible to spend the proper time with our
a Stock of
ciMtaen. L. & S. Yah den Bebge.

Platform, Combination

To which I invite the attention of ail who desire
a light and durable wagon.

CRIKITE AND MARBLE

Oils

l^hat will astonish you.

BUTT

O.DeMERELL,

ai

The bait salve in the world for Cats,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer*, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sorea, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Coras, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. To prove the quality of these Paints, we would
FUr sale by H. Welsh, Holland, and A.
state thet the paint put on buildings
four years ago has given
De Kralf, Zeeland. Mich.

have again received a new Ifne of
Summer Hats, Bonnets and Ribbons; and
s large assortment of Flowers, Ostrich
Tips, and Ponpons.
16-tf. L. & 6. Yah den Bebge.

.

Week Betwssn

DETROIT AND MACKINAC

18-4t.

Hate Trimmed Free,

and put them in at very

'OhMlCMtDaUcfctftil

Buttons, Embroideries,Laces

j'j

BucUm’i Arnica Balya.

every kind of a stove

MACKINAC.

Ifl

City.

fit

and Towels.

GOOD NEWS

ness, early decay, loss of maniiood, &c., I
will send a recipe that will cure you.
FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary iu South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope
to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
New York
26-ly

To

ED. YEP SCHURE, Supt.
G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.

Bach

Table Linens,

___ 9-.3m

consumption.

Fire

Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolls, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 38 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or further in
formationapply to Fixter’s Slave Factory.

low figures.

H. Walsh can always be relied upon
Greatest inducements ererof.
fered. Now's year time to get up
not only to carry in stock the bestof drugs
orders for oar celebratedToils
but have secured the agency for Dr. Pete’s
and Coffees,amt secure a besmtifill Gold Band or Moss Boss China
35-cent Cough cure, wnich they warrant.
Tea Set, or Handsome Decorated
It will cure all Throat, Lung, and Chest Gold Band Mom Bom Dinner Set, or Gold Band Mom
diseases,and has the reputationof being Peocy^te^oGeUtei^ ^ ^ a'n^TE a'c O^,
the best Cough cure ever discovered for

We

Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.

White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.

Woolens & Cottons,

An EsterpriiingFirm.

•

Oak

Dress Goods,

O ly

Sale at Peter Ste-

__

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:

Dry Goods,

G.

___________

Will supply

Woodsmen.

the Goods are warranted

All

This never fails. Sold bv Kremers &

Lucky Star Cigar

farmers ami

or to

Bangs; Druggists. Holland,Mich.

Bosman

A. £.

.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

Dollars.

Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured iu 30 minutes by Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.

1685.

ATTENTION

of

I

WALSH&

H.

Have on band

Son.

19.

!

and a

1°, Honatiu, Mich., O. J. Doesburg
published the News, and its columns
strongly recommended Dr.; Thomas’ Electric Oil for coughs, colds, sore throats,
catarrh and asthma.

- fcetee & Co*

p

u

Holland. Mich.. March

ever dieplayed in this city.

let sufferinghumanity

fashion.

FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE
BAUMG ARTEL.

o

D RINGS

Edward Shepherd, of Harrisburg,HI.,
“Haviug received so much benefit
from Electric Bitters, I feel it my duty to
says:

A MilUon

Old Stove.

any time.

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

lilrtim flitiimie, i&d fane? Goods,

An End to Bone Scraping.

Millions of dollars would be saved annually by the invalids,of every community, if* instead of calling in a physician for
every ailment, they were all wise enough
to put their trust iu Golden Seal Bitters,
a certain cure for all diseases arising from
an impure state of the Blood and Liver,
such as Scrofula iu its various forms,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia,or Indigestion,
Female irregularities, Diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder, Exposure and imprudence of Life. No person can take these
Bitters accordingto instructions,and remain long unwell, provided their bones
are not destroyed by mineral poison or
other means, and the vital organs wasted
beyond the point of repair. Golden Seal
Bittersnumbers on Its list of cures more
than any other medicine known, and have
already acquired a great celebrity,being
used generally as a family medicine.
Sold by H. Walsh &
19 4t.

TONSORIAL PARLORS

A Good Clean Shaye*

Jewelry, Watches,

sonable Prices.

•

For your

-dealerin-

yon can get a

SCAN THESE CLOSELY.

filling.

» »

Otto Breyman

HAVANA FILLER,

All are Invited to attend.
Strangers especially welcome. “O Worship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness,”
Ps. 96*9.

Star Cigar is clear Havanna
- - ~
9-3m

1685.

iSLLM°RE ^nSm.

Holland. Mtcb., April 15.

month.

Lucky

New Stove

R. E.f. WERKMAN.
WE]
Holland, Mich., July 28,

m.

know it. Have had
a running sore on my leg for eight years;
my doctors told me I would have to have
the bone scraped or leg amputated.I
used instead, three bottles of Electric
Bitters and seven boxes Bucklen’sArnica
Salve, and my leg is now sound and well. ”
Electric Bitters are sold at fifty cents a
bottle, and Bucklen’s Arnica Salve at 25c
per box by H. Walsh.

Will give you a

Give me a Gall

US.

39-48w

forfeit

BUSMAN

There la a telephone In the store, and all orders
given throngh It will be promptlyattended to.

This powder never Tarles. A marvel of pnriiv.
strength and wholesomeness. More economtcal
than the ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold In
competition with the mnltitnde of low test, short
weight ainm or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Royal Baking Powdkb Co., 106 Walf-st,

New

A. I.

Goods will be delivered to
any part of the city free of
charge.

Absolutely Pure.

$1000

Grace Episcopal Church— Rev. George
8. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
alternate Sunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. Morning Service at 10.80; Evening Service at
7.30; Sunday School at 12
Holy
Communion at 10.30 a. m.( and Children’s
Service at 8.15 p. ra. on the first Sunday
of each

THAT

Flour and Feed,

Rev.

of all

Work

kinds neatly executed.

13
All

Work Warranted

to

give Satisfaction.

inlt the timet.

KBEMXR8 A BANGS,
B. N.Dr
EoliJlXD,Mich., Aug.

25,

1885.

(

MERELL,

.

* 80-ly

18,

1886.

Of every description

$1
~Weels.s

bought and sold by

GAZETTE

The POLICE
will be mailed,
•ecnrelywrapped, to any addresa In the United
States for thres months on receipt of

to

ONE DOLLAR.

A. B.

Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents
and clnbs. Sample coplta mailed free.
Addrese all orders
t

“"SaiUEiESUnT.1

Bosman

